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Abstract
This thesis describes the effect of casting conditions on the crystallization and
resulting morphology in compatibilized and uncompatibilized blends ofpoly(ethylene
oxide) and poly (vinylidene fluoride). Two systems based on grades ofPVDF were used:
Kynar 301, pure PVDF, and Kynar7201, a 80:20 copolymer ofPVDF and hexafluoro
propylene. Poly (methyl methacrylate) and poly (vinyl acetate) were used as
compatibilizers. Acetonitrile and tetrahydrofuran were used as common solvents to
prepare the polymer blends. Two casting conditions were employed. In the first, hot
polymer solutions were precipitated in cold hexane. In the second, the hot solutions were
cast on aluminum pans. The precipitates from hexane, upon filtration, and the films
obtained from casting on aluminum pans were dried in a vacuum oven at 80C for 24
hours. To study the crystallization ofPEO and PVDF and the resulting morphology, the
powder/films were then characterized by differential scanning calorimetry and polarized
optical microscope.
In most mixtures, when THF was used as the casting solvent, the heterogeneous
nucleation in PEO crystallization was suppressed. Prominent peaks characteristic of
homogeneous nucleation ofPEO crystallization were observed in the DSC thermograms.
On the other hand, when acetonitrile was used as the casting solvent, large peaks
characteristic ofheterogeneous nucleation in PEO crystallization were visible at ~ 40C
along with peak at 0C due to homogeneous nucleation in some systems. The peaks for
heterogeneous nucleation in acetonitrile systems arise from large PEO domains dispersed
in PVDF matrix. Consequently, prominent PEO structures were observed in the
corresponding optical micrographs. THF systems exhibited broader peaks due to
homogeneous nucleation ofPEO crystallization arising from fine dispersion of small
PEO domains in PVDF matrix. These results were valid for uncompatibilized as well as
compatibilized blends. Crystallization ofPVDF was not appreciably affected in either of
the systems. Among the compatibilizers, PMMA tends to suppress PEO crystallization to
a greater extent than does PVAc.
IV
Towards application of these blends, an exploratory work was carried out where
PEO fraction from the blend was extracted using solvent extraction techniques.
Methanol-water mixture was used as a solvent to extract PEO. The DSC thermograms
reveal that significant extraction ofPEO has occurred. The morphology developed upon
extraction is examined by optical microscope. The images show differences in structure,
before and after extraction ofPEO. Though optical microscopy is not the best technique
to examine the morphology for PEO extracted samples, it creates a basis for further
investigation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Polymer blends are a major focus area for research and development in the field
of polymer science and engineering. The idea of blending two polymers for enhanced
properties was initiated on a commercial basis during the 1960's when industries realized
the huge cost involved in research and development of new polymers for a particular
application. Polymer blends provided the novel method of developing a new material that
utilized the existing machinery like mixers, twin screw extruders, etc. The new material
thus formed gave properties of the individual components while compensating for their
deficiencies. Originally, impact strength was the primary property for which polymers
were blended. Thus we see PVC-NBR blends as the early bird of the flock that opened up
the doors of opportunity to try and blend various polymers to obtain a certain property.
Even today the automotive and packaging industries dominate the annual consumption of
polymer blends. In accordance with the needs of these industries newer techniques of
blending polymers were introduced that were efficient and manufactured products on a
commercial basis. Reactive blending is one such technique that sprung up in the 1980's
providing better properties through homogenous mixing of polymers on the production
line. During the 1990's polymers gained in popularity in the electronics industries.
Specialty polymers were developed which, though important, were not manufactured on
a commodity basis. Thus in recent years we see advances taking place in blending
conducting polymers with commodity plastics [1-6], polymer blends for membranes in
proton exchange fuel cells, lithium ion batteries, photovoltaic cells. With the volume of
literature addressing the fundamental science and of polymer blends and their emerging
technologies there is no doubt that this basic yet highly effective technique will continue
to be ofprime interest in the field ofpolymers.
1.1 Polymer blend thermodynamics.
Though the idea of blending two polymers to obtain an efficient material is quite
alluring, it is not an easy task. Polymer blends can be broadly classified into miscible and
immiscible blends with the latter dominating. Miscibility of two polymers generally
refers to mixing at the microscopic level rather than a macroscale measure observable to
the naked eye, though on few occasions transparency is considered as a criterion for
deciding the extent of miscibility [7]. For polymers to be miscible two important
conditions need to be satisfied, the Gibbs free energy ofmixing should be negative
AG = AH-TAS<0 (1)
and the second order derivative of the Gibbs free energy of mixing with respect to
composition should be positive.
M>0 (2)
\d<t>A J
here, AG,MI and AS are the changes in Gibbs free energy, enthalpy and entropy of the
system upon mixing relative to pure component values. T is the temperature in Kelvin
and <j>A is the volume fraction of component A in the system.
One of the early, and still widely applicable, theories depicting the free energy of
mixing is the Flory-Huggins model developed separately by Flory and Huggins. Though
various other theories (Equation of State theory [8]) were developed with much more
sophistication, the Flory-Huggins theory still forms the basis for understanding the
thermodynamics and phase behavior of polymer systems. The Flory Huggins equation,
allowing the analysis of the free energy ofmixing, is as follows [9]
AG <f>A In <j)x <f>2 In <j)2
Vx V2
+ Z12M2 (3)
VRT
where, Vi,^>i are the molar volume and volume fractions of the individual components. %]2 ,
the Flory interaction parameter, is the most interesting parameter in the above equation.
Since the bracketed terms accounts for the small yet favorable free energy ofmixing due
to entropic, combinatorial effect, it is the interaction parameter term that determines the
extent of miscibility. Typically considered to be independent of concentration, %u is
given by the equation,
X\
zAwx2rx
kBTVx
(4)
where, z, kB and T are the coordination number, Boltzmann constant and temperature,
respectively. wn is the energy change due to the interaction taking place between two
contacts. The effective segments and molar volume of component 1 are r\ and Vi
respectively. The second condition (Eq.2) for miscibility of a binary mixture leads to the
concept of chemical potential and the activity of the individual component involved
therein. Differentiating Eq.3 with respect to moles of species 1 yields the chemical
potential as,
N__
RT
= ln(l-^,) + (l )<f>2+Zu<f>.
UCST
Composition
Figure. 1 Phase diagram for a binary polymer system
(5)
When two immiscible polymers are mixed, one observes a total phase separation
of individual components. This is due to the reduced combinatorial entropy of mixing
which arises from the strong covalent bonding within the components that does not allow
the interchange of segments between the two components. But in cases where the two
polymers are mutually miscible, one can observe total phase separation of the individual
components. Unlike lower molecular weight mixtures, where the phase separation occurs
at a lower temperature (UCST-Upper Critical Solution Temperature), the phase
separation in miscible polymers blend occurs at a much higher temperature. The
temperature at which the phase separation takes place is called as the Lower Critical
Solution Temperature (LCST) as shown in Fig. 1 .
The Flory-Huggins theory does not explain the occurrence LCST, primarily due
to its inability to account for the volume changes taking place upon mixing. Recent
theories, like the Flory equation of state theory [10, 11] and the Sanchez lattice fluid
model [12-15], give a good accounting of the LCST. According to these models, LCST
behavior is a characteristic of exothermic mixing and negative excess entropy. The
negative excess entropy is caused by densification of polymers on mixing [16]. The
entropy associated with volume change, ordinarily small relative to other quantities,
becomes important in case of polymer-polymer mixtures [15].
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Figure.2 Free Energy diagram for a binary system [17]
The above given figure is an excellent schematic explaining the temperature and
composition dependence of the chemical potential. The schematic on the right in Fig.2
shows the phase envelop of a binary mixture. Two curves are shown that indicate the
binodal and the spinodal [18]. The point at which these two curves meet (Tc) is called as
the critical temperature. The region encompassed by the concave downward curves is
quite interesting as it signifies the instability of the system. In the region above the solid
curve, the system is in one phase. The solid curve is called as the binodal curve which is
the onset of the metastable phase. The origin of this metastable phase lies in localized
fluctuations of concentration which causes phase separation of the individual
components. This phase separation occurs by the mechanism of nucleation and growth
giving rise to droplet/matrix type morphology. On the other hand, the dotted curve is
called as the spinodal. Below this curve lies the unstable phase, where complete phase
separation of the two components takes place. This is a kinetic process of generating
within an unstable mother phase a spontaneous and continuous growth of another phase.
Phase separation in this case is called as the spinodal decomposition [19] and typically
takes place in three stages- diffusion, liquid flow and coalescence. Thus following these
stages, continuous phases of individual components are observed in this region.
1.2 Crystallization in Polymers. [Nucleation Theories]
The previous section deals with phase separation in binary liquid mixtures. We
now describe the crystallization process, essentially a liquid-solid phase separation.
Crystallization is akin to liquid-liquid phase separation in the metastable region. The
crystallization process starts with the formation of an unstable embryo which through
various stages forms a more stable nucleus on which the polymer chains arrange
themselves to form a crystal. One peculiar characteristics of polymer crystallization is
that the nucleation does not start at the melting temperature but rather at a much lower
temperature. This temperature difference is called the "degree of supercooling". The
reason for this degree of supercooling can be found in the requirements for forming stable
nuclei. The free enthalpy of crystallization is given by [20],
AG = AGc+Y,Ay (6)
where AG andAGfare the bulk free enthalpy change and enthalpy change of
crystallization. The second term on the right is the summation of the free surface energies
times the area of the respective surfaces. For stable nucleus to form, the positive surface
energy must be overcome. This barrier can be overcome by local random fluctuations of
the polymer chains. For the phase transition to occur there should be a negative free
energy which can be achieved below the melting temperature of the polymer. Thus the
processes of overcoming the energy barrier, formation of an embryo to stable nucleus and
growth of this nucleus into a crystal causes the polymers to crystallize at a much lower
temperature. Nucleation is classified into homogeneous and heterogeneous. Under
favorable conditions, segments of a single polymer chain or of different polymer chains
of the same type come together to form a nucleus. This type of nucleation is called
primary homogeneous nucleation. No foreign particle/impurity is involved in the
initiation of crystals. A form of homogeneous nucleation is the self nucleation. Here a
secondary nucleation effect occurs on a preexisting chemically identical polymer crystal.
A more common form of nucleation occurs when a foreign surface is available on which
the polymer chains can form crystals. This type of nucleation is called heterogeneous
nucleation. It is known that even in the molten state there are about 105nuclei/cm3
capable of initiating heterogeneous nucleation.
Various theories have been developed to understand the mechanism ofnucleation.
The Avrami equation was developed in the early 1940's. In its simplest form, it can be
written as, 1 - Xt = exp(-Kt") . The Avrami equation relates to the rate of growth of a
crystal and offers a quantitative volume fraction of the crystalline fraction (X, ) in the
bulk material. The exponents K and n are constants developed for a specific shape of the
crystals formed, like disc, rod, and sphere. They ascertain to the nature of nucleation.
Such shapes depend on the reptation motion ofpolymer chains and the degree of freedom
available for them to form higher dimensional ordered structures. This equation is a
straightforward estimation of the rate of formation of a crystal. Though used extensively,
this equation provides less information on the actual structural features of the crystal
formed.
The Keith-Padden [21] theory of kinetics of crystallization gives a qualitative
explanation for the nucleation and growth taking place in crystallizable polymers.
According to this theory, the polymer chains fold back and forth into the crystal. Such
crystals are called as crystallites. These crystallites stack together to form lamellae, which
grow radially outwards giving it a spherical shape. The three dimensional structure
formed is called a "spherulite". The Keith-Padden theory of nucleation also takes into
account the secondary nucleation occurring in crystallizable polymers due to various
impurities present in the polymer. "Impurities" include a number of things such as dirt,
dust, chain segments of improper tacticity, branched segments, end-groups and other
chain features which can not crystallize at the temperature of crystallization. Some of
these impurities will crystallize at a lower temperature so it is possible to have secondary
crystallization occur in the interfibrillar region. Other impurities that do not crystallize
are repeatedly rejected at the crystal growth front. Some of these may get trapped in the
lamellar regions of the growing spherulite giving rise to imperfection in the structures.
Others may mix with the amorphous contents of the polymer. Though this theory has less
mathematical interpretation, it does clarify the various situations possible during the
crystallization ofpolymers and development of resulting morphologies of spherulites.
The Hoffman nucleation theory is the most comprehensive of all theories
encompassing the thermodynamics and kinetics of crystallization by detailing the
mechanism in which the spherulite is formed [22-27]. In this theory the polymer chains
are considered to nucleate on a preexisting crystal, which could either be an impurity, an
unmelted crystal or the surface of growing crystals. Hoffman defined three regimes of
crystallization kinetics from the melt, which differ according to the rate at which the
chains are deposited on the crystal substrate. In regime I, one surface nucleus causes the
completion of the entire substrate. Many molecules may be required to cover the entire
dimension of this substrate. Here Hoffman makes an important distinction between the
term surface nucleus as opposed to just nucleus. "Surfacenucleus"refers to the segment
of a chain sitting down on a preexisting crystalline lamellar structure, as opposed to the
nucleus which initiates the lamellae from the melt in the first place. In regime II, many
surface nuclei occur on the same crystal substrate. This occurs because the rate of
nucleation is faster than the rate of surface completion. This regime occurs at a larger
degree supercooling. Regimes I and II differ morphologically as well as kinetically. In
regime I, polyethylene usually forms axialites where as in regime II, normal spherulites
are formed. In regime I, owing to the formation of a single nucleus that initiates
crystallization, one observes higher growth rate than nucleation rate. On the other hand,
in regime II, nucleation rate is much faster than the growth rate giving rise to many
spherulites of smaller size. Regime III is considered as the subsequent step after Regime
II. In regime III, due to the already dense structure of lamellae formed, the polymer
chains cannot undergo a regular chain folding. Rather, they enter into lamellae and after a
few folds exit into the amorphous region. They are then free to reenter the same lamellae,
or go on to adjacent lamellae. The radial growth rate of spherulites in the Hoffman theory
is given by,
G = G0 exp
AE
exp
AF
*\
RT
(?)
JRT ,
where AE andAF * are the activation energy barrier for the polymer chains (that depends
on molecular weight of the polymer) and the free energy required to form a two
dimensional critical nucleus, respectively. The first exponential term in the equation
accounts for the reptation barrier that decreases with increasing temperature. The second
term which is given by the Hoffman theory accounts for the rate of nucleation which
decreases with increasing temperature. Thus a balance between the two processes yields
the growth rate of a spherulite. At the time when this theory was developed an important
question was raised as to whether the reptation motion of the polymer chains was
sufficiently rapid to supply the growing crystal. Yoon and Flory [28] suggested that
disengagement of the polymers chains from its entanglements with other chains in the
melt is necessary for regular folding. Hoffman, on the other hand, supported the claim
that reptation motion of the polymer chains that is characteristic ofmelts is fast enough to
allow a significant degree of chain folding during crystallization.
1.3 Crystallization in Polymer Blends.
Crystallization in polymer blends is more complex as it depends on the
components present, extent of miscibility among those components, the method of
preparation and the conditions under which crystallization takes place. Most studies on
crystallization in blends have focused in systems where only one component crystallized,
the other remaining amorphous. If the polymers are miscible then the glass transition
temperature (Tg) of the amorphous components plays an important role in determining
the structure and degree of crystallinity of the crystallizable component. If the Tg of the
amorphous polymer is closer to the crystallization temperature then diffusion of
crystallizable polymer chains is hindered leading to either irregular structures or a
decrease in the percent crystallinity. On the other hand, Martuscelli [29] pointed out that
if the Tg of the amorphous polymer is low enough then even if the crystallizable
component is in a dilute solution it is capable of diffusing and forming large spherulites
at a rapid rate. The situation becomes quite different when dealing with immiscible
blends. Typically droplet-matrix morphology develops in which polymer chains of
amorphous polymer tend to become trapped inside the growing spherulite of the
crystallizable polymer. These polymer chains could either reside in the interlamellar,
interfibrillar or interpsherulitic regions as shown in the Fig. 3 [30]. Placement of the
polymer chains in these regions depends on the diameter of gyration of the amorphous
polymer chains which is either comparable to or greater than the dimensions of the
interlamellar regions [31]. The specific interactions between the components also play a
significant role in determining the morphology developed upon crystallization. If these
interactions are too strong, then the amorphous components could reside in the lamellar
regions or else they may be driven out by the growing crystalline polymer chains owing
to the entropic driving force. This kind of situation could also be obtained in blends
where both components crystallize, depending of course on the temperature at which they
crystallize and the specific interactions.
a. Interlamellar b. Interfibrillar ,, Interspherulltic
Figure 3. Schematic of the possible solid-state microstructures ofmelt miscible blends of
a semicrystalline and amorphous polymer, (a) interlamellar placement (b) interfibrillar (c)
interspherulitic. The magnification increases right to left in the drawings. [30]
Legends: represents semicrystalline polymer, represents amorphous polymer.
1.4 Introduction to blend system of current interest
In the present study, two polymers that are known to be immiscible at all
temperatures and all compositions are considered [32]. Poly (vinylidene fluoride)
(PVDF) has been studied for the past three decades with different intentions. The long
lasting research into the
p"
crystalline form and its piezoelectric and pyroelectric
properties is still being studied for various applications [33-38]. From a fundamental
point of view many researchers have blended PVDF with Poly (methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) as they give miscible blends in the melt state [38-52]. A recent application of
PVDF and its blends is in the development of polyelectrolyte gels that can be used in
lithium-ion batteries [53-56]. The other polymer of our study is poly (ethylene oxide)
(PEO), which too has been studied extensively as a candidate for polyelectrolyte gels.
[57-60].
Poly (vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) and poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) are two
crystalline polymers which are immiscible at all states and all compositions. To gain
advantages on their individual properties, a compatibilizer is added aid in mixing. In the
present study poly (vinyl acetate) (PVAc) and poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) are
used as compatibilizers.
Structures of these polymers are as shown below,
-f CH
_
- CF
_L 2 2 Jn Poly (vinyledene fluoride)
-fCH2-CH2-0}-
Poly (ethylene oxide)
CH
_
- CH
& j
"
n
OCOCH
Poly (vinyl acetate)
CH-
ECH 0-CH J-
COOCH
^ poly (methyl methacrylate)
Figure. 4 Chemical structures ofPolymers under consideration
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PEO crystals are monoclinic with chains in a 7/2 helical conformation. PEO has a
crystalline density of 1.229 g/cc. The unit cell parameters [61] are:
|a|=0.805nm, |&|=1.304nm(~ 2 |a|sin/?), |c|=1.948nm and /? =125.4.
PEO is soluble in a variety of solvents and is highly hygroscopic. It has a solubility
parameter of 19.9 2 (MPa)
1/2
and an equilibrium melting temperature of 68.9 0.4C
[62]. The heat of fusion that is reported in the literature and used in this research is
213 J/g [63]. The critical entanglement molecular weight ofPEO is 3300 g/mol [64].
PVDF is known to exist in four crystalline forms: a (monoclinic), /?
(orthorhombic, piezoelectric phase), y (monoclinic) and S or ap . The ap is a polar
analog of the a form. The apolar a phase dominates the crystallization from the melt
below 160 C. The oriented/? phase is normally obtained by the drawing of a films at
temperatures between 70 C and 100 C. The unoriented ft phase may be obtained by
crystallizing from Dimethyl formamide (DMF) or Dimethyl acetamide (DMA) solutions
at temperatures below 70 C. The polar y phase can be obtained from solution and melt
crystallization at temperatures above 160 C or by annealinga phase samples between
175 C and 185 C. The 5 or ap form may be obtained by polarizing the a phase by the
application of high electric fields. Following table gives the unit cell parameters and the
densities ofvarious PVDF polymorphs [61].
Table 1. Unit Cell parameters and crystalline density for polymorphs ofPVDF
Polymorphs \a\ (A) M(A) H(A) fiO Density
(g/cc)
a (Monoclinic) 4.96 9.64 4.62 90 1.925
(3 (Orthorhombic) 8.58 4.91 2.56 90 1.972
y (Monoclinic) 4.96 9.58 9.23 92.9 1.942
S (Tetragonal) 14.52 14.52 14.4 90 1.973
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PVDF has a solubility parameter of 23.2 (MPa)
1/2
with an equilibrium melting
point for the a form of 178 C. PVDF is available commercially either as a
homopolymer or as a copolymer. Both are used in our study. Kynar 301 is pure PVDF
and has a melting point of 165 C. Kynar 7201 is a copolymer of pure PVDF with
hexafluro propylene (HFP) (20% HFP) and has a melting point of 133 C. The solubility
parameter of the copolymer although not reported, can be estimated as the mole weighted
average of the individual components present. The solubility parameter for HFP can be
considered to be that of Poly (tetra fluoro ethylene) (PTFE) which is 12.7 (MPa) 1/2. Thus
with a 20:80 (HFP: pure PVDF) ratio, the solubility parameter for Kynar 7201 can be
considered to be 21.5 (MPa) 1/2. The heat of fusion reported in the literature, and used in
this study, for PVDF is 104.7 J/g [65].
Table 2 Solubility parameters of various components in the blend system
Components Solubility Parameter
5 (MPa,/2)
Thermal properties.
(C)
Poly (vinyledene fluoride)
Kynar 301 23.2 165 (MP)
Poly (vinyledene fluoride)
Kynar 7201 21.5 133 (MP)
Poly (ethylene oxide) 19.9 65 (MP)
Poly (vinyl acetate) 19.62 35 (Tg)
Poly (methyl methacrylate) 23.08 110 (Tg)
Tetrahydrofuran 18.6 66 (BP)
Acetonitrile 24.3 82 (BP)
Cyclohexanone 20.3 156 (BP)
Hexane 14.9 69 (BP)
BP: Boiling Point, MP: Melting Point, Tg: Glass transition Temperature.
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1.5 Literature Review.
The present research can be considered as an extension of the previous study
carried out in our group [66]. PEO was used with different molecular weights (35K,
100K, and 300K) and blended with PVDF, using poly (vinyl acetate) (PVAc) as
compatibilizer. In the uncompatibilized blends, PVDF was maintained as the continuous
phase where as PEO formed the dispersed phase. This was achieved by blending PEO in
10, 20 and 30-wt% of the total composition. Cyclohexanone was used as a common
solvent for the polymers and the resulting solutions were precipitated in cold hexane. The
precipitates were analyzed with differential scanning calorimetry, optical microscopy and
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. An excess of 12% PVAc resulted in total
suppression ofPEO and so the PVAc proportion was maintained at 10%.
Figure 5 shows a series of DSC thermograms for uncompatibilized PVDF/PEO
blends having 10, 20 and 30 wt% PEO (MW=100 kg/mol). The crystallization
temperatures for PEO in the blends were consistently lower than that pure component.
The thermogram shows two crystallization peaks at increasing PEO concentration, one
appearing around 40 C (marked (b)) and the other, relatively broader, transition at 0 C
(marked (a)). PVDF however, did not show any appreciable change in its melting
(marked (e)) or crystallization temperature (marked (c)).
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Figure 5. DSC overlay for Uncompatibilized blend samples. MW PEO=100 kg/mol. [661
Solid curve corresponds to a blend ofPEO: PVDF with 70:30 wt%.
Dashed curve corresponds to a blend ifPEO: PVDF with 80:20 wt%.
Dash-dot curve corresponds to a blend of PEO: PVDF with 90:10 wt %.
Fig. 6 gives a thermogram of PEO (MW 35,000 g/mol) blended with PVDF in a
1:9 proportion without using compatibilizer. Fig.7 gives the complementary PVAc-
compatibilized samples thermogram. An increased degree of supercooling was observed
from -2.14 C to 4.24 C for the compatibilized PEO crystallization (marked (a) in
Fig.7) as compared to the uncompatibilized blend (marked (a) in Fig. 6). Figure 6 also
shows a peak at 40C (marked (b)) that is absent in figure 7. The latent heat of fusion too
decreased from 20.65 J/g to 17.63 J/g. These results mirrored those for the 20 and 30
wt% PEO samples and also for all the compositions of blends containing higher
molecularweight PEO.
EnoUp
50 100
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Figure 6. DSC thermogram for uncompatibilized PVDF/PEO blend. PEO 10 wt %, MW
35.000g/moir661.
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Figure 7. DSC thermogram for compatibilized PVDF/PEO (9:1) blend. MW PEO 35.000
g/mol [66] .
From the DSC thermograms presented above and the optical micrographs shown
in [66], Kulkarni concluded that for the uncompatibilized blends, PEO segregated into
domains that were -10 microns in diameter. These domains nucleated at very low
temperatures, yet grew instantaneously once nucleated. As the concentration ofPEO was
increased between 10 and 20 wt% PEO, larger PEO domains of about 100 micron
diameter were formed that crystallized at temperatures closer to that of pure PEO. In the
compatibilized blend system, PVAc acted as a diluent for the PEO phase and aided in
increasing the degree of supercooling for PEO crystallization and in the reduction in the
PEO domain size to about 60 microns. Hence it was proposed that PVAc localized itself
at the interface ofPVDF and PEO domains.
In preliminary work of the current study, we prepared various solutions of PVDF,
PVDF-PEO and PVDF-PEO-PVAc in varying proportions of cyclohexanone and
acetone. These solutions were then precipitated in mixtures of different proportions of
hexane, hexane-pentane, deionized (DI) water, DI water- methanol and methanol. It was
quite interesting to see that all the above solutions formed a large amount of gel
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immediately upon being added to DI water-methanol mixtures. Although other
precipitating solvent systems too gave gel, this system dominated in the amount of gel
obtained. When the solutions were precipitated in cold hexane, a white colored powder
was obtained instead of gel. Upon drying of these gels/powders in a vacuum oven for 24
hours at 80 C, white powder was obtained which was then analyzed with
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) to ensure complete removal of the solvents. Finally
pure hexane system was preferred over the water-methanol system as PEO eventually
started dissolving in the latter. These experiments gave an idea of the influence of the
solvent on the precipitation behavior of PVDF solutions. Since precipitation and
crystallization are related, we decided to pursue this further.
Homma et al [67] studied the thermoreversible gelation of PVDF in various
solvents (aliphatic and cyclic ketones, DMF, DMSO, DMA) in an effort to understand the
process of gel formation and the effect a solvent has on gelation. All the polymer
solutions were in the moderately concentrated range. They reported that at room
temperature, solutions of cyclic ketones such as cyclohexanone, y-butyrolactone slowly
converted to a gel. Aliphatic ketone solutions such as 3-heptanone, 3-octanone
immediately converted to a gel when quenched to room temperature. Solvents like DMF,
DMSO, and DMA did not give rise to gels at all. Moreover the gels formed converted
from their gel state to a sol state when the temperature was increased, indication that
gelation was thermoreversible. The gelation of PVDF was thought of to be due to initial
crystallization of PVDF from the solution followed by conversion to a gel. FTIR and X-
ray diffraction data presented in this article suggested that the PVDF/y-butyrolactone gels
gave a y -type crystal structure for PVDF with TTTGTTT G conformation; whereas
PVDF/cyclohexanone and PVDF/aliphatic ketones gave an a- type crystal structure with
TGTG conformation; (T: trans conformation, G: gauche conformation, G : anti gauche
conformation). It was also shown that the PVDF/cyclohexanone solutions needed less
time for gelation than PVDF/y-butyrolactone and that the crystallization in former was
much faster than in PVDF/y-butyrolactone. This could be due to the fact that
cyclohexanone acts as a relatively poorer solvent than y-butyrolactone for PVDF. These
observations are considered to be quite important in the context of our current research
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interest. Homma further explains that for their PVDF/organic solvent systems there
probably is a process in which the functional groups of the solvent molecules are placed
at specific positions adjacent to PVDF chains. Such positioning could be due to some
specific interactions occurring (e.g. hydrogen bonding interactions) between the polymer
and solvent molecule. Differences in interaction intensities between the polymer and
solvent may give rise to different kind of structures observed in the various solvents. In
another excellent study, Homma et al [68] calculated the Flory-Huggins interaction
parameter for PVDF with various organic solvents. According to their calculations,
alkane and alkene solvents such as hexane and m-xylene had %\2 0.5. Ketones and
lactones such as 3-octanone, 3-heptanone, 3-hexanone, 3-pentatnone, cyclohexanone and
y-butyrolactone show X12 0.5. Polar solvents like N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) and
DMA shows %12<<:0.5. Thus from these figures and by the drop-ball
method1it was clear
that the alkanes and alkenes exhibited a solid-liquid phase separation, the ketones led to
thermoreversible gels where as the polar solvents remained in one phase even as the
solution was cooled at room temperature.
In the preceding articles, we observed the effect of solvent on the crystallization
behavior ofPVDF. Final properties of a polymer depend on the morphology developed
during crystallization. An interesting study was performed by Carrot et al [69] involving
PEO/PVDF-HFP blends where the two polymers were melt blended. Rheological
methods were applied to understand the morphology developed, in particular the co-
continuity phases of the two polymers after extraction of one phase by selective solvent
extraction.
1
Drop ball method: In order to examine the gel-sol transition, authors in the corresponding article suggest
that the gel be placed in a glass tube and a steel ball weighing ca 30mg and 2mm in diameter (whose size
did not influence the results) be placed on the top of the gel. As the tube is heated at a specified rate, the
steel ball starts to descend and this is considered as the indication for the gel-sol transition.
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Fig.8 Percentage of continuity for PEO phase (filled circles) and the PVDF-HFP phase
(filled triangles) determined by selective dissolution. The curves shown are a guide for
the eye. The dashed lines represent the limits of the co-continuity domains. [69]
From the above figure it is observed that PEO does not form a continuous phase
till it reaches 20 wt%. Below this a droplet-matrix morphology is observed. PEO domains
start to coalesce between a 20-40 wt %. This corresponds to the onset of continuity of the
PEO phase. Characteristic ofPVDF, however, was shown to form a continuous matrix at
all compositions. The cause of this interesting result could be attributed to the large
difference in the viscosities of the two polymers (tj *pvdf_hfp /tj * peo = 3.8 ). Due to its
low viscosity, PEO could not disperse the PVDF domains into small droplets, but rather
formed its own droplets. Upon altering the viscosity ratio to r/ * PVDF_HFF /j] *PE0 - 0.7
PEO, when present above 80wt%, was viscous enough to disperse PVDF-HFP into small
droplets.
As mentioned earlier, blend preparation is one of the important factors affecting
structure development during the crystallization process. Melt mixing, co-precipitation,
casting from solution are some of the more common methods ofpreparing polymer
blends. Solution casting of thin polymer films has been widely studied for various
homopolymer, copolymers and polymer blends. It is well accepted that the solvents used
for solution casting ofpolymer blends have a great impact on blend homogeneity and the
structure developed during crystallization [7]. Radhakrishnan et al [70] studied
PEO/PMMA blend systems over a range of solubility parameters. WAXD was used to
analyze the crystal structure ofPEO spherulites. Of the various systems that they have
reported, there is decrease in crystallinity ofPEO when the films were cast from
tetrahydrofuran (THF) and toluene, potentially due to a dilution effect. However, for
films cast from dichloromethane (DCM) and with a 50:50 (PEO: PMMA) wt %, dramatic
changes in the diffraction peak intensities were observed as compared to those ofpure
PEO. For this system, they concluded that PMMA preferentially inhibits the growth of
PEO crystals in certain directions whereas the solvent (DCM) plays the role ofproviding
diffusional paths along which the polymer molecules can grow. Liau et al [71] studied the
same system using DSC and optical microscopy and concluded that with benzene and
chloroform as solvents the two polymers were completelymiscible over the entire
composition range. They make the interesting point that PMMA, owing to its higher glass
transition temperature was able to suppress the crystallization ofPEO. PEO/poly (4-
hydroxyl styrene) system was studied [72] to understand the effect of solvent on the
extent ofmiscibility. (THF, cyclohexanone), n-butanol, acetone and isopropyl acetate
gave rise to a homogeneous morphology for the blend with maximum miscibility from
THF and cyclohexanone as solvents. Isopropyl acetate led to the lowest miscibility.
Dondos et al [73, 74] proposed the important conclusion that the morphology of a blend
in solution is preserved in the cast solid films. Thus by examining the crystallization
behavior of the dry (solvent evaporated) films one can understand the effect of the
solvents on the structure developed during the casting process.
From the presented literature survey, it is evident that the solvents used for casting
films ofPVDF and its blends have a great impact on film morphology. By using various
solvents, specific crystal structures can be obtained that can be exploited for different
applications. Crystallization ofPVDF from solution depends on the specific interactions
taking place between the PVDF segments and the solvent molecules. A relatively poor
solvent would tend to give the most common a phase ofPVDF. Crystallization ofPVDF
from the melt also yields the a phase. A relatively good solvent on the other hand tends
to yield either the y or the p phase depending on specific interactions and the conditions
under which PVDF crystallizes. PVDF forms an immiscible blend with PEO. An
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uncompatibilized PEO/PVDF blend tends to phase separate giving droplet matrix type
morphology. Kulkarni [66] has shown that compatibilization between the two can be
achieved by using a polymer that is miscible in both. We therefore expect PVAc and
PMMA to act as good compatibilizers.
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Objective
The objective of this research is to understand the effect of casting conditions on
the crystallization and resulting morphology in a compatibilized and uncompatibilized
PEO-PVDF polymer blend.
From the literature survey [66] we found that cyclohexanone was a good solvent
for obtaining finely dispersed PEO domains in a PVDF matrix. Homogeneous nucleation
of PEO crystallization was indicative of small domains, 5-10 urn. This effect, though
highly dependent on the molecular weight of PEO, highlighted the role played by the
solvent in developing the structure in PEO. PEO and PVDF form immiscible blends.
Therefore, PVAc was used as a compatibilizer to form new structures. It was concluded
that PVAc was capable of further dispersing the PEO phase in the blend giving rise to
smaller domains. The literature survey also illustrated various crystal structures that could
be developed in PVDF when cast from different solvents.
The work carried out in above references prompted us to develop a casting system
from which PEO/PVDF blends with even smaller domains ofPEO could be achieved. As
is evident, solvent plays an important role in structure development and thus two solvents
were considered to form the casting solution, tetrahydrofuran and acetonitrile. From
Table 2 we notice that the solubility parameter for cyclohexanone lies between these two
solvents. Thus it would be our objective to understand the effect THF and acetonitrile
have on the structure developed in the PEO/PVDF blend system. To develop more
homogeneous blends, two compatibilizers were considered, PMMA and PVAc. We also
compared the morphologies obtained from solvent casting and coprecipitation of the
polymer blend.
From an application point of view, exploratory work was conducted to remove the
PEO fraction from cast films using a selective solvent extraction process. Our
preliminary results will be discussed.
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Chapter 2
Experimental
Two different types of PVDF were used in this study. Kynar 301 is a
homopolymer having a molecular weight of -300,000 g/mol and Kynar 7201 is a 80:20
copolymer of PVDF- poly (hexafluoro propylene) having a molecular weight of ~
300,000 g/mol. Both polymers were obtained from Elf-Atochem. PEO of 100,000 g/mol
molecular weight was obtained from Polyscience Inc. PMMA with molecular weight of
120,000 g/mol and PVAc (MW=260,000 g/mol) were obtained from Aldrich Chemicals
Company and Scientific Polymer Products Inc respectively. The solvents used in this
study were tetrahydrofuran (THF), acetonitrile, and hexanes. All the solvents were
purchased from J. T Baker and were used as received.
2.1 Polymer blend preparation
As mentioned in the introduction, the structure and properties of polymer blends
depend on the method of preparation. For this study blends were prepared by dissolving
the polymer components in a common solvent. Selection of solvents was based on the
proximity of the solubility parameter of the solvent to that of the polymers.
PVDF and PEO were used in a 75:25 (PVDF: PEO) w/w proportion for
uncompatibilized blends. The same proportion was also used for compatibilized blends.
In accordance with the procedure of Kulkarni [66], the compatibilizers were added as
10% by weight of the minor component (e.g. 75% PVDF, 22.5% PEO and 2.5% PMMA).
Two different solutions were prepared using THF and acetonitrile. All the polymers were
added to these solvents to prepare 3% by weight solutions. THF and acetonitrile solution
were then kept in separate water baths at 60 C and 80 C respectively for about one hour
until the polymers dissolved. It is interesting to note that the polymers were difficult to
dissolve in acetonitrile at 70 C, but when the temperature was raised to 80 C, clear
solutions were immediately obtained. An important lesson leading about polymer
solution thermodynamics was learned during this process.
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Two different approaches were taken to develop structures out of these solutions.
In one method, the polymer solutions were cast in an aluminum pan. These pans were
then immediately put into vacuum oven and dried for 24 hours at 80 C. The cast films
thus formed were about 50 um thick. The films were then tested using
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) to confirm complete removal of the solvent. These
films are referred to as "Cast". In the second approach, the hot solutions were precipitated
in cold hexane (1:4 proportion by volume). In case of THF solutions, the solution along
with the white powder was vacuum filtrated by using a Buechner funnel. The filtrate was
removed and the powder trapped by filter paper was dried in a vacuum over for 24 hours
at 80 C. The powder was then subjected to TGA analysis to confirm complete removal
of the solvents. The filtrate obtained was cast in an aluminum pans and dried for 24 hours
in vacuum oven at 80 C. No film was obtained by this method suggesting that the
polymer blend had totally precipitated out. In case of acetonitrile solutions, separation
occurred between the acetonitrile-rich gel and hexane-rich layer. No filtration was carried
out for these systems. The two layered systems were then kept in vacuum oven for 24
hours at 80 C. Upon drying of solvents a film was obtained. The films were then tested
using TGA to confirm complete removal of the solvent. In this study, these
powders/films are referred to as "Hexane". Table 3 lists the blends prepared for the
current study.
Table 3. Polymer blend systems prepared with Kynar 301 and Kynar 7201
Uncompatibilized
Blends
30 1 - Aceto-PVDF-PEO-Cast 301 -THF-PVDF-PEO-Cast
301-Aceto-PVDF-PEO-Hexane 301-THF-PVDF-PEO-Hexane
Compatibilized
Blends
30 1 - Aceto-PMMA-Cast 301-THF-PMMA-Cast
30 1 -Aceto-PMMA-Hexane 301-THF-PMMA-Hexane
301-Aceto-PVAc-Cast 301-THF-PVAc-Cast
301-Aceto-PVAc-Hexane 301-THF-PVAc-Hexane
Uncompatibilized
Blends
720 1 -Aceto-PVDF-PEO-Cast 720 1 -THF-PVDF-PEO-Cast
720 1 -Aceto-PVDF-PEO-Hexane 720 1 -THF-PVDF-PEO-Hexane
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Compatibilized
Blends.
7201 - Aceto-PMMA-Cast 7201-THF-PMMA-Cast
7201-Aceto-PMMA-Hexane 720 1 -THF-PMMA-Hexane
720 1 - Aceto-PVAc-Cast 7201-THF-PVAc-Cast
7201-Aceto-PVAc-Hexane 7201 -THF-PVAc-Hexane
301: Kynar 301; 7201: Kynar 7201; Aceto: Acetonitrile; THF: Tetrahydrofuran; Cast: films that were cast
on the aluminum pan; Hexane: powders obtained by precipitating the solutions in Hexane.
2.2 Polymer blend characterization
All the blend systems shown in Table 3 were characterized using differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) and polarized optical microscopy (POM) to determine the
crystallization behavior and resulting morphology. All the polymer blend samples
composed of Kynar 7201 were characterized using DSC 2010 (TA instruments) at the
Polymer Characterization Lab in the Chemistry Department of RIT. The polymer blend
samples composed ofKynar 301 were characterized using DSC Q100 of TA instruments
at the Integrated Plastics Center in the Packaging Science Department of RIT. The
microscopy was performed on a Nikon Eclipse E600 POL having an Instec Inc hot stage
attachment at the Polymer Characterization Lab in the Chemistry Dept of RIT. The hot
stage is connected to a liquid nitrogen cylinder for cooling purposes. Being the main
tools used in this research, the DSC and POM will now be discussed in some detail. Also
their typical procedure, followed in this research will be described.
2.2.1 Differential Scanning Calorimetry.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) due to its extensive use in polymer
science and engineering can be considered as the "bread and
butter"
tool for polymer
scientist and engineers. In the broadest sense DSC is used to detect thermal transitions in
polymers such as melting, crystallization and glass transitions.
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Figure 9. Schematic of a DSC compartment [75]
The DSC consists of an insulated compartment which has two platforms in the
form of discs as shown in Fig. 9. One platform is for the sample while the other is for a
reference. A hermetically sealed aluminum pan containing the sample is mounted on the
sample platform, whereas an empty pan is placed on the reference platform. Each disc
has a thermistor attached to it at the bottom. These platforms are mounted to the same
heating block, typically made from silver. The insulated compartment is connected to a
liquid nitrogen tank. The heating and cooling operations are carried out by software
installed on the computer which is attached to the DSC instrument. This lumped thermal
circuit exhibits a complex problem ofheat transfer between the platforms, the pan and the
incoming liquid nitrogen during the heating and cooling cycles. Thus, regular calibration
of the DSC is always recommended to get reproducible results. Indium, having a melting
temperature of 156.6C and heat of fusion of 28.8 J/g, is used as a calibration standard in
this study. The DSC signal for polymers is quite sensitive to the thickness/amount of the
sample used, mainly due to the low thermal conductivity of polymers. In this study the
sample size were maintained in the range of 9-10 mg.
During a heating/cooling cycle, the platforms are maintained at the same
temperatures throughout the run with the help of the common heating element. The
sample pan containing polymer draws in more heat due to various transitions taking place
in it. To maintain a constant temperature between sample and reference a feedback circuit
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is used. The difference in the heat supplied to the sample and the reference is used as the
output signal. This can be converted to various representations as desired. In recent years,
engineers have developed modulated DSC where a modulated input signal is used to
detect minute transitions taking place in the polymer sample which would otherwise be
lost in the mathematical signal averaging of a standard DSC.
Typical heat-cool procedure used in the current study consists three heating and
cooling cycles. The first cycle is employed to destroy the thermal history of the polymer.
In the second and the third cycle, the sample is heated at 10 C/min to a temperature of
about 40C above the melting point of the polymer (typically 200 C) and cooled at 5
C/min to -50 C. The third cycle is to asses the reproducibility of the data of the second
cycle.
In a typical thermogram analysis, the heat flow in W/g is plotted against
temperature/ time as desired. Depending on the scale on the heat flow axis, the
crystallization and melting peaks associated with exothermic and endothermic heat flow,
will be displayed. Semicrystalline polymers show a distinct melting and crystallization
peak. The peak integration function available in the analysis software helps to determine
the change in the enthalpies caused by the structural transitions. Though these transitions
occur over a range of temperature, the maximum of the peak is typically reported as the
transition temperature. Depending on the amount of crystalline material present in a
sample, the glass transition may or may not be observable. Amorphous polymers on the
other hand show a clear transition corresponding to the glass transition. The midpoint of
the sigmoidal baseline change is reported as the value of Tg.
2.2.2 Polarized Optical Microscopy.
The optical microscope is one of the oldest of the techniques used for analyzing
the microstructure in materials. Having numerous applications in biology, forensic
science to materials characterization, the POM has proved to be a very effective
nondestructive technique. The optical microscope makes use of white light which is
either transmitted through, or reflected from, the sample and with the help of various
magnifying lenses a macroscopic image of the microstructure is obtained.
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Figure 10 shows a schematic of the optical microscope. Figure 11 show the optical path
diagram and the magnification principle on which the microscope works. Close to the
specimen, a convex lens system (L0) called an objective is used which can magnify the
specimen 1-100 times its size to create the A'B' image. Close to the eye, a lens system
called an eyepiece is used for 5-20 times magnification to create a virtual image A"B",
represented by the large arrow in the figure. While looking through a microscope, it is
this A"B" image that is seen by the human eye.
Camera adaplei
Mulli-jxiint sensor
- dPftliiiimr
^ Slogrj motion control knobn
.-Coaxial coarse and fin focuiilng knolis
Optical system In a photomicrographs system
(Composed of the Nikon ECLIPSE EciOO microscope and the H-IH
photomicrographic equipment)
Figure 10. Schematic of an Optical Microscope [76],
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Figure 11. Schematic of the optical path used in OM for magnification [761.
As mentioned earlier in this study a Nikon Eclipse E600 POL microscope was
used in conjunction with an Instec STC 200 hot-stage attachment [77]. The components
of the hot stage are represented in figure 12.
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Figure 12. Schematic of the two part hot stage [77].
Various magnifying lenses (5x, lOx, 20x) were used to observe the images
obtained while performing the analysis. In each case, a small sample was taken and
placed between two glass slides. This sandwiched sample was then placed in the hot
stage attachment that consisted of two parts. The bottom part was used to mount the glass
slides, whereas the upper part was fastened to the bottom with the help of screws. This
two piece attachment had outlets for a liquid nitrogen tank and to a pump which was used
to draw in the liquid N2 for the cooling process. The microscope was coupled with a
computer that had software to control the heating and cooling runs. Initially all the
samples were heated up to 200 C and were kept at that temperature for 15 minutes to
ensure complete melting of the polymers. At this point the two halves of the hot-stage
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attachment were further tightened in order to have a thin film between the glass slides.
Typically these films had a thickness of- 30-40 urn. After 15 minutes, the samples were
then cooled to 150 C (Kynar 301) or 142 C (Kynar 7201) to form small PVDF nuclei.
The light passing through the samples was adjusted at this time to clearly observe the
onset of growth of these nuclei. Once this was achieved, the samples were subjected to a
cooling rate of 5 C/min until the temperature reached 70 C. At this point the
crystallization of PVDF was completed and PEO remained in a molten state. While
adjusting the magnification, an image was recorded to characterize the PVDF domains.
The samples were subsequently cooled to -10 C. To avoid togging of the hot stage
windows during cooling, an inert gas was used to remove ambient water vapor formed.
Complete removal of vapor was observed when a clear image was obtained on the
computer screen. After further adjusting the magnification an image was recorded. At this
point both the PEO and PVDF domains were clearly visible, cross polars in transmission
mode were used to contrast the PEO and PVDF domains. Because of the anisotropy in
the crystal structure, polarized light passing through the sample is split into two rays that
travel at different speeds and vibrate perpendicular to each other. Interference of these
rays causes birefringence. By placing crossed polarizers, one below and one above the
sample, in the light path the difference in the crystalline morphologies could be easily
observed.
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Chapter 3
Results and Discussions
As explained in the earlier section, two approaches were used to prepare the
polymer blends from solution precipitation and casting. For all the systems, when the hot
polymer solutions prepared by using THF as the solvent were precipitated in cold hexane
a white fluffy powder was instantaneously obtained. On the other hand, polymer
solutions prepared in acetonitrile separated into hexane-rich and acetonitrile-rich layers.
The precipitate from the hexane treated solutions was dried in vacuum for 24 hours. THF
solutions yielded a white powder where precipitates from the acetonitrile solutions
yielded transparent films. These observations suggest that the polymer blends from THF
solutions co-crystallize rapidly while crystallization from acetonitrile solutions is a rather
slow process. As was evident from the literature survey, PVDF crystallized much faster
in PVDF/cyclohexanone solutions than in PVDF/y-butyrolactone solutions.
y-butyrolactone was considered to be a relatively better solvent for PVDF than
cyclohexanone. Thus PVDF remained in the y-butyrolactone solution for a longer time
and had slower rates for crystallization. Looking at the solubility parameter window,
acetonitrile (24.3 MPa1/2) has its solubility parameter closer to PVDF (23.2 Mpa1/2) than
THF (18.6 Mpa1/2). From the exploratory work carried out at the beginning of this
research, PVDF/DI water-methanol mixture solutions too gave a large amount of white
powder. Thus in the solubility parameter window for PVDF, acetonitrile can be
considered at the center where as THF and DI water-methanol mixtures would occupy
the extreme positions. It is important to note that THF and hexane are mutually miscible
whereas acetonitrile and hexane are immiscible. Consequently, PVDF/acetonitrile
solutions partitions out from hexane to form a gel whereas PVDF/THF precipitates to
form a white powder. From these results it is clear that PVDF and its blends undergo
slow crystallization in solutions where the solvent acts as a "good
solvent"
and
preferentially tends to retain the polymer in the solution phase. It may also be proposed
that PVDF/acetonitrile solutions may yield y crystal phase where as PVDF/THF solutions
may yield the more common a crystal phase.
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These observations will be important for interpreting the crystallization habits of
the PVDF/PEO blend systems.
Differential scanning calorimetry and polarized optical microscopy were the
primary tools used for characterizing the polymer blend system in this study. Results
from these methods are discussed in the subsequent sections.
3.1 DSC Results for Pure Polymers.
Fig. 13 shows the DSC thermograms for the pure polymers used in formulating
the systems. The individual curves are displayed in an overlay format to provide a
comparison between the transitions taking place in them.
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Figure 13. DSC overlay plots ofKynar 301. Kynar 7201. and pure PEO
Solid curve represent transitions for Kynar 301; Dotted curves represent transitions for Kynar 7201; Dash-
dot curve represent transitions for pure PEO. Peaks marked as (a), (b), (c) are for pure PEO, Kynar 7201
and Kynar 301 respectively.
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The degree of crystallinity is calculated by using the formula,
VoCrystallinity =
AH \
sample
AM
literature J
*100. (8)
where AH (sample) is the enthalpy of fusion obtained from the DSC plots and AH
(literature) is the enthalpy of fusion for a 100 % crystalline polymer. TA universal
analysis software provided by TA Instruments was used to calculate the enthalpy of
fusion for the polymer from the DSC plots. As mentioned in the experimental section, the
second run of three was used for calculation purposes. By appropriately selecting the time
range in which the second run occurs, a heat-cool curve was obtained as shown in the
above DSC thermogram. To calculate the enthalpy, the crystallization peak rather than
the melting peak was considered. This selection was made because the melting peak
exhibited a broad transition for all polymers and it was difficult to locate the onset and
the endpoint of the peak on the baseline correction. The integration of the crystallization
peak was carried out based on sigmoidal baseline. The sigmoidal baseline was opted as
opposed to the linear baseline as it accounted for the shifts in the baseline before and after
a peak. Once the position for the onset and end point for the peak were decided, the
software integrated the area under the peak to yield the value of AH in Joules/gram. This
value was considered for calculating the degree of crystallinity. The third run of a DSC
experiment was performed to determine the reproducibility of the second run. As an
example, in the second run for PEO the crystallization peak yielded an enthalpy value of
102.9 J/g where as the third run yielded a value of 103.1 J/g. Thus from these results it
can be seen that the precision of the data collected is 103.1 0.2. Similar to these results,
it was determined that AH values could be reproduced to 1%.
The enthalpy results for the pure polymers are given in Table 4.
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Table 4. Thermal properties for Kynar 301. Kynar 7201. PEO obtained from DSC
Polymer
Melting
Temperature
(C)
Crystallization
Temperature
(C)
AH for 100%
crystalline
polymer (J/g)
Crystallinity
(%)
Kynar 301 (c) 162.8 128.7 104.8 34.4
Kynar 7201 (b) 133.9 108.1 104.8 48.1
PEO (a) 64.2 42.3 213 58.5
The degree of crystallinity for Kynar 7201 was based on the literature value of
pure PVDF. It is interesting to note that thought Kynar 7201 is a copolymers it has higher
crystallinity than Kynar 301 which is pure PVDF. Both polymers have comparable
molecular weights (~ 300 kg/mol) but the difference in the degree of crystallinity
indicates the presence a of large degree of defects in Kynar 301 samples. These defects
could be attributed to the head-head placement of the monomelic units during the
polymerization process.
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Solid curve (a) represents the thermal transitions in PMMA; Dotted cur ve (b) represents transitions in
PVAc.
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Fig. 14 shows the DSC plot for pure PMMA and PVAc. It can be reported that the
glass transition temperature for PMMA is 104.3 C where as that for PVAc is 35.3 C.
Also Figs. 13 and 14 indicate that PVAc has its Tg in the crystallization range of PEO
where as PMMA transforms from the rubbery to glassy state in the crystallization region
ofKynar 7201.
3.2 Uncompatibilized Polymer Blend System.
In the following section results related to uncompatibilized blends of PEO and
PVDF will be discussed. In all the blend systems PVDF is the major phase where as PEO
forms the minor phase dispersed in PVDF matrix. The mass ratio of the two components
is 3:1, PVDF to PEO. Solutions were prepared in THF or acetonitrile as the common
solvent. It is known that [77] when blends are cast from solutions, the solvent has a
pronounced effect on the dispersion that could be attained between the blend
components. In the above mentioned reference, PMMA and PVAc were shown to be
miscible at 30 C and 50 C when cast from chloroform where as they were phase
separated at the same temperatures when cast from DMF. Though this miscibility is
temperature dependent, it does signify the role played by solvent in creating favorable
interactions between the components. Referring back to Table 2, one can observe that
THF has solubility parameter closer to PEO where as acetonitrile can be thought of to be
a more favorable solvent for PVDF. It is important to note that PEO-PVDF formed clear
"water like" solutions in THF where as acetonitrile solutions were relatively viscous. The
hot solutions thus prepared were either cast into aluminum pans or precipitated in cold
hexane. When cast in the pan, the blend is allowed to come to equilibrium owing to the
slow process of evaporation of the solvent whereas with hexane, the transformation is
forced. This gives rise to differences in the resultant structure formed using the two
approaches. Precipitation of acetonitrile solutions in hexane provides and intermediate
case. The solubility parameter for hexane is 14.9
MPa1/2
and a natural question may arise
whether the polymers crashed in cold hexane are soluble in hexane or not. From Table 2
we observe that the solubility parameter for THF and acetonitrile is closer to those of
polymers as compared to hexane. Thus it is unlikely that the polymers would dissolve in
hexane. To test for this, the filtrate of the precipitated solutions was collected and dried in
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a vacuum oven for 24 hours at 80 C. No film was obtained demonstrating that the
polymer blend did not dissolve in hexane.
The discussion for the results of uncompatibilized blends is presented in two
parts. The first part details the results where Kynar 301/PEO blends whereas in the
second part, results related to Kynar7201/PEO blend systems are discussed.
3.2.1 Uncompatibilized PEO/Kynar301 Blend System.
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Figure 15(A). DSC cooling curve for uncompatibilized PEO-PVDF blends.
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Solid curve represents 301-acetonitrile-PEO-PVDF-Cast (a)
Dotted curve represents 301-acetonitrile-PEO-PVDF-Hexane (b)
Line-dot curve represents 301-THF-PEO-PVDF-Cast (c)
Line-double dash curve represents 301-THF-PEO-PVDF-Hexane (d)
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to PVDF crystallization.
Peak for curves (a) and (b) correspond to heterogeneous PEO crystallization
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to homogeneous PEO crystallization.
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Figure. 15 (B). DSC heating curves for Kynar 301 uncompatibilized PEO-PVDF blends.
P4:
P5:
Solid curve represents 301-acetonitrile-PEO-PVDF-Cast (a)
Dotted curve represents 301-acetonitrile-PEO-PVDF-Hexane (b)
Line-dot curve represents 301-THF-PEO-PVDF-Cast (c)
Line-double dash curve represents 301-THF-PEO-PVDF-Hexane (d)
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to PEO melting.
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to PVDF melting.
Figs. 15 (A) and (B) represents the DSC cooling and heating curves for the
uncompatibilized blends ofKynar 301 with PEO. Figure 16 gives the micrographs taken
for the respective blend system using optical microscopy. Overlays of the respective
thermograms are displayed to give a comparative study between the blends. The legends
correspond to the systems identified in Table 3.
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1A, IB: 301-acetonitrile-PEO-PVDF-Cast at 70C and -10C respectively
2A, 2B: 301-acetonitrile-PEO-PVDF-Hexane at 70C and -10C respectively
3A, 3B: 301-THF-PEO-PVDF-Cast at 70 C and -10C respectively
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4A, 4B: 301-THF-PEO-PVDF-Hexane at 70C and -10C respectively
Figure 16. Optical micrographs for Kynar 301 uncompatibilized PEO-PVDF blend.
All figures marked "A" indicate images taken at 70 C, using cross polars, when PVDF crystallization was
completed. All figures marked "B" indicate images taken at -10 C, using crossed polars, when PEO
crystallization was completed.
The DSC curves in Figure 15 were analyzed to determine the degree of
crystallinity ofPVDF and PEO. For this the degree of crystallinity for PVDF and PEO in
the blend was calculated with respect to 100 % crystalline PVDF and PEO, respectively.
Additionally, the respective degree of crystallinity was divided by the proportion in
which the component was present in the blend. The degree of crystallinity for
homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation in PEO crystallization was calculated using
their respective enthalpy of fusion values and incorporating them as AHsample in equation
(9). Thus,
%Crystallinity(PEO) =
AH
sample
AH,, x0.25^^ literature
*100.
%Crystallinity(PVDF - Kynar30\samples) =
AH
sample
AHliteraturex0.75^
*100.
(9)
(10)
Table 5 represents the calculated degree of crystallinity for the components in the
uncompatibilized Kynar301/PEO blends. Table 6 gives the melting and crystallization
temperatures for the same system.
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Table 5. Degree ofCrystallinity for Uncompatibilized Kynar301/PEO blends
Polymer System PEO Crystallization (%) PVDF Crystallization (%)
Homog. Hetero.
301-Aceto-PEO-PVDF-C 26.8 16.8 33.7
301 - Aceto-PEO-PVDF-H 6.6 93.2 32.7
301-THF-PEO-PVDF-C 46.9 - 30.6
301-THF-PEO-PVDF-H 28.4 - 40.2
H: Hexane, C: Cast films, Homog: homogeneous crystallization, Hetero: heterogeneous crystallization,
THF: tetrahydrofuran, Aceto: acetonitrile, 301: Kynar 301
Table 6. Melting and crystallization temperatures for PEO and PVDF in uncompatibilized
Kynar301 blend system.
PEO PVDF PEO PVDF
Crystallization Crystallization melting melting
Polymer System Temperature temperature temperature. temperature.
(C) (C) (C) (C)
Homog. Hetero.
301-Aceto-PEO- 0.6 45.1 136.9 63.9 162.9
PVDF-C
301 -Aceto-PEO- -0.7 44.3 131.6 64.8 161.9
PVDF-H
301-THF-PEO- -0.6 - 133.9 66.1 162.9
PVDF-C
301-THF-PEO- -6.5 - 129.0 58.4 161.3
PVDF-H
H: Hexane, C: Cast films, Homog: homogeneous crystallization, Hetero: heterogeneous crystallization,
THF: tetrahydrofuran, Aceto: acetonitrile, 301: Kynar.
From the DSC plots, optical micrographs and the degree of crystallinity data
presented above, a detail analysis of the PEO/Kynar301 uncompatibilized blend system
can be made. Fig. 15(A) gives cooling curves for the uncompatibilized PEO/PVDF blend
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system based on Kynar 301. In this figure, curves (a) and (b) represent the 301-
acetonitrile-PEO-PVDF-Cast and 301-acetonitrile-PEO-PVDF-Hexane blends, whereas
curves (c) and (d) represent the same blends with THF as the solvent. The crystallization
temperature for pure Kynar 301 is 128.3 C and as evident from Table 5 the PVDF
crystallization temperatures for all the 301 blends have increased, with the largest change
found in 301-acetonitrile-PEO-PVDF-cast (136.9 C). From Tables 4 and 5 we see that
the degree of crystallinity for PVDF does not change appreciably for the 301 -acetonitrile
blends. But 301-THF blends show differences in the degree of crystallinity for PVDF
when precipitated in cold hexane or cast onto aluminum pan. The crystallinity is
increased from 34% for pure Kynar 301 to 40% for the 301-THF-PEO-PVDF-hexane
system. Conversely, the degree of crystallinity has decreased for PVDF to 30% in the
301-THF-PEO-PVDF-cast system. Fig. 15(B) gives the heating curves for the 301
systems. It is clear from this thermogram and the melting temperatures reported in Table
6, that blending of PVDF with PEO only has a minor influence on the melting of PVDF.
The situation is quite different though for the crystallization and melting behavior of
PEO. The thermogram of pure PEO (Fig. 13) reveals only one crystallization peak,
appearing at ~ 42 C. This crystallization peak is due to heterogeneous nucleation. Blends
typically exhibit two crystallization events for PEO. Fig 15(A) clearly shows two distinct
peaks for 301 -acetonitrile systems, curves (a) and (b), whereas only one low-temperature
peak is observed for the 301-THF systems, curves (c) and (d). In fact, 301-acetonitrile-
PEO-PVDF-hexane exhibits the largest peak intensity of all the uncompatibilized blends
at 44 C (P2 in Fig. 15 (A)) for PEO crystallization, giving a crystallinity of about 93%
(Table.5) with respect to 100% crystalline PEO. This peak arises from heterogeneous
nucleation in large PEO domains as can be seen in 2(A) and 2(B) of Fig. 16. In these
figures the images marked "A" are taken at 70 C where as images marked
"B"
are taken
at -10 C. It is believed that at 70 C the PVDF crystallization is complete where as PEO
is still in its melt state. Further cooling of the blend to -10 C completes the
crystallization of PEO. The 301 -acetonitrile systems exhibit a peak at ~ 0 C .The 301-
THF systems, on the other hand show only one peak at -6.5 C and -0.6 C for 301-THF-
PEO-PVDF-cast and 301-THF-PEO-PVDF-hexane, respectively. The THF systems do
not have any peak at ~ 40 C indicating that in these systems PEO does not nucleate
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heterogeneously but undergoes total homogeneous nucleation. As these differences are
found between the two solvent systems (i.e. acetonitrile vs THF) and not between
"cast"
and "hexane", it is clear that the solvents used have a greater impact on the crystallization
ofPEO.
3.2.2 Uncompatibilized PEO/Kynar7201 Blend System.
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Figure 17 (A). DSC cooling curves for 7201-uncompatiblized PEO-PVDF blends.
Solid curve represents 7201-acetonitrile-PEO-PVDF-Cast (a)
Dotted curve represents 7201-acetonitrile-PEO-PVDF-Hexane (b)
Line-dot curve represents 7201-THF-PEO-PVDF-Cast (c)
Line-double dash curve represents 7201-THF-PEO-PVDF-Hexane (d)
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) corresponding to PVDF crystallization.
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) corresponding to heterogeneous PEO crystallization.
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) corresponding to homogeneous PEO crystallization.
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Figure 17 (B). DSC heating curves for Kynar 7201 uncompatibilized PEO-PVDF blends.
P4:
P5:
Solid curve represents 7201-acetonitrile-PEO-PVDF-Cast (a)
Dotted curve represents 7201-acetonitrile-PEO-PVDF-Hexane (b)
Line-dot curve represents 7201-THF-PEO-PVDF-Cast (c)
Line-double dash curve represents 7201-THF-PEO-PVDF-Hexane (d)
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) corresponding to PEO melting.
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) corresponding to PVDF melting.
Figs. 17 (A) and (B) represents the DSC cooling and heating curves for the
uncompatibilized blends ofKynar 7201 with PEO. Figure 18 gives the micrographs taken
for the respective blend system using optical microscopy. Overlays of the respective
thermograms are displayed to give a comparative study between the blends. The legends
correspond to the systems identified in Table 3.
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1A, IB: 7201-Aceto-PEO-PVDF-Cast at 70C and -10 C respectively.
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2A, 2B: 7201, Aceto-PEO-PVDF-Hexane at 70 C and -10C respectively
3A, 3B: 7201-THF-PEO-PVDF-Cast at 70 C and -10C respectively
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4A, 4B: 7201-THF-PEO-PVDF-Hexane at 70 C and -10 C respectively
Figure 18. Optical micrographs for Kynar 7201 uncompatibilized PEO-PVDF blend.
All figures marked "A" indicate pictures taken at 70 C, using cross polars when PVDF crystallization was
completed. All figures marked "B" indicate pictures taken at -10 C when PEO crystallization was
completed.
The DSC curves in Figure 1 7 were analyzed to determine the degree of
crystallinity ofPVDF and PEO. For this the degree of crystallinity for PVDF and PEO in
the blend was calculated with respect to 100 % crystalline PVDF and PEO, respectively.
Additionally, the respective degree of crystallinity was divided by the proportion in
which the component was present in the blend. The degree of crystallinity for
homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation in PEO crystallization was calculated using
their respective enthalpy of fusion values and incorporating them as AH le in equation
(9). Thus,
AHr
%Crystallimty{PEO) =
"
sample
*HlUermre x 0.25
*100. (H)
J
%Gystallinity(PVDF - KynarllQlsamples)
AH
sample
AH., , x0.75literature
*100. (12)
Table 7 represents the calculated degree of crystallinity for the components in the
uncompatibilized Kynar7201/PEO blends. Table 8 gives the melting and crystallization
temperatures for the same system.
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Table 7. Degree ofCrystallinity for Uncompatibilized Kvnar7201/PEO blends
Polymer System PEO Crystallization (%) PVDF Crystallization (%)
Homog. Hetero.
7201-Aceto-PEO-PVDF-C 16.1 19.6 28.3
7201 -Aceto-PEO-PVDF-H 16.4 24.5 28.9
720 1 -THF-PEO-PVDF-C 28.3 9.1 27.6
7201 -THF-PEO-PVDF-H 40.5 3.5 28.9
H: Hexane, C: Cast films, Homog: homogeneous crystallization, Hetero: heterogeneous crystallization,
THF: tetrahydrofuran, Aceto: acetonitrile, 7201: Kynar 7201.
Table 8. Melting and crystallization temperatures for PEO and PVDF in uncompatibilized
Kynar7201 blend system
PEO PVDF PEO PVDF
Crystallization Crystallization melting melting
Polymer System Temperature temperature temperature. temperature.
(C) (C) (C) (C)
Homog. Hetero.
7201-Aceto-PEO- 4.5 44.4 101.9 66.1 126.4
PVDF-C
7201 -Aceto-PEO- 3.4 42.2 101.2 62.9 124.7
PVDF-H
7201 -THF-PEO- -2.7 33.9 100.9 66.3 126.2
PVDF-C
7201-THF-PEO- 3.9 34.3 102.4 67.4 127.6
PVDF-H
H: Hexane, C: Cast films, Homog: homogeneous crystallization, Hetero: heterogeneous crystallization,
THF: tetrahydrofuran, Aceto: acetonitrile, 7201: Kynar 7201.
Turning our attention now to the 7201 -uncompatibilized systems, we find similar
results as Kynar 301 systems with some variations. The crystallization ofPVDF in blends
takes place at a higher degree of supercooling (-101 C for blends) compared to pure
Kynar 7201 (-108 C). This decrease in the crystallization temperature indicates that the
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crystallization rate of Kynar 7201 in blends is reduced. In addition, the degree of
crystallinity is reduces by almost 10% from 38% for pure Kynar 7201 to - 28% for
Kynar 7201 /PEO blends. This decrease in crystallinity is reflected in the melting
temperature. Kynar 7201 melts at around 134 C and from Table 7 it is evident that
blending it with PEO decreases it's melting temperature to a range of 124 C to 127 C.
From the above discussion it is clear that blending of PEO has more effect on
crystallization and melting behavior ofKynar 7201 than Kynar 301. Similar to the Kynar
301 system, we find dramatic variations in the crystallization of PEO in Kynar 7201 with
preparation conditions also. In Fig 17(A), curves (a) and (b) represent the 7201-
acetonitrile-PEO-PVDF-cast and 7201-acetonitrile-PEO-PVDF-hexane systems
respectively. Relative to the THF systems, (curves (c) and (d)) the acetonitrile system
exhibit sharp higher intensity peaks at 43 C. These peaks are indicative ofheterogeneous
nucleation for PEO crystallization. Similar to Kynar 301 systems, PEO-acetonitrile in
Kynar 7201 systems also nucleates homogeneously. But from Tables 6 and 8 we observe
that the crystallization due to homogeneous nucleation in Kynar 7201 takes place at
around 4 C whereas it occurs at around 0 C in Kynar 301 blends. In contrast to Kynar
301 systems, we find unusually broad peaks (see Fig. 17 (A)) for the Kynar 7201-THF
blends in the range of - 45 C to 15 C. As can be seen from Table 7, these peaks
contribute appreciably towards the total PEO crystallinity. This contribution is quite
evident from the micrographs given in Fig. 18. Concentrating on images 3 and 4 in this
figure, we find large differences in the images marked
"A"
and "B", where
"A"
refers to
images taken at 70 C and "B" refers to images taken at -10 C. In "A" we see fine
structure corresponding to the PVDF crystalline morphology. In fact at lOx magnification
the individual domains were not visible. In contrast, the
"B" images reveal many small
yet visible domains that are attributed to PEO. In Fig. 18, we also observe large variations
in the images of acetonitrile and THF systems. Images 1 and 2 refer to acetonitrile
systems where as 3 and 4 are THF systems. As can be observed from the
"A" images of
Figure 18, the acetonitrile systems (1(A) and 2(A)) give rise to visible PVDF crystalline
morphology whereas no distinct morphology is observed for PVDF in the THF systems
(3(A) and 4(A)). The difference is much more significant when we compare the images
marked
"B"
that correspond to the final images taken at -10 C. Large PEO domains are
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observed in 1(B) and 2(B) for acetonitrile systems whereas small yet visible PEO
domains appear in 3(B) and 4(B) images for THF systems. These effects can also be seen
from the peaks in Fig. 17(A). The "P2" peak observed in curves (a) and (b) for
acetonitrile systems, correspond to the heterogeneous nucleation for PEO crystallization
arising from large PEO domains. Peak
"PI" in curves (c) and (d) for THF systems
correspond to the homogeneous nucleation for PEO crystallization arising from small
PEO domains.
From the above discussions on Kynar 301 and Kynar 7201 systems we see that
the use of THF favored homogeneous nucleation in PEO domains whereas acetonitrile
solutions led to blends where PEO predominantly crystallized via heterogeneous
nucleation. To interpret these results we need to consider the observations given at the
beginning of the results and discussion section. As stated, all the THF solutions gave rise
to a white fluffy powder when precipitated in hexane while complete phase separation
occurred in the precipitation of acetonitrile systems. The appearance of white powder
indicates that the polymers rapidly precipitate out of the THF system. Consequently, the
solution structure is "frozen" in. On the other hand, the total phase separation in the
acetonitrile systems indicates that the polymers are retained in acetonitrile solution. A
transparent film obtained upon drying shows that polymer precipitated from acetonitrile
undergoes slow crystallization. Additionally, it is important to note that THF dissolves
completely in hexane whereas acetonitrile and hexane have limited miscibility.
Precipitation in THF solutions thus occurs from one solvent system i.e. THF-hexane
mixture. On the other hand, precipitation in acetonitrile solutions occurs from a two
solvent system, i.e. acetonitrile and acetonitrile-hexane mixture. Thus, PVDF and PEO
precipitated from acetonitrile solutions remain in a low viscosity medium for a longer
time giving them the opportunity to form larger domains. PEO undergoes crystallization
by heterogeneous nucleation in these large domains as is observed for pure PEO. On the
other hand, in case ofTHF systems, the polymers undergo rapid precipitation and thus all
of a sudden find themselves in a high viscosity solid phase. Thus the polymers are
kinetically trapped within the solid phase giving rise to a finer dispersion of PEO
domains in the PVDF matrix. This thus leads to the predominance of homogeneous
nucleation in THF systems.
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Referring to Tables 5 and 7 we observe differences in the total degree of
crystallinity for PEO when precipitated in hexane and when cast on aluminum pans.
Though not similar, these differences are exhibited by the THF as well as the acetonitrile
solutions. Acetonitrile solutions give rise to lower PEO crystallinity for
"cast"
systems as
compared to
"hexane"
systems. This result is true for Kynar301 as well as Kynar7201
blends. THF solutions, on the other hand, show inconsistent results. For Kynar 301
blends, THF-cast system shows higher PEO crystallinity than THF-hexane system.
Conversely, for Kynar7201 blends, THF-cast system shows lower PEO crystallinity than
THF-hexane system. Except for the difference in degree of crystallinity for THF-cast and
THF-hexane systems in Kynar301 blends, all other systems show no appreciable change
in the degree of crystallinity for PVDF.
3.3 Compatibilized Polymer Blend System
In the previous section, uncompatibilized blends of PEO and PVDF were
examined in detail. In particular, it was clearly shown how the solvent affects the
crystallization behavior of PEO. It is known that PVDF and PEO form immiscible blends
at all temperatures and compositions. In the following sections, a detailed analysis will be
given for the PEO/PVDF blends that have been compatibilized with either PMMA or
PVAc.
Similar to the uncompatibilized system, the polymers were blended by solution
blending in common solvents i.e. THF and acetonitrile. The compatibilizers were added
in 10 wt% of the minor component. In all systems, PEO formed the minor component.
The polymers were dissolved in THF at 70 C and in acetonitrile at 80 C. The hot
solutions from these systems were, in one method cast onto aluminum pans and in the
other precipitated in cold hexane. The THF solutions when precipitated in cold hexane,
gave a white fluffy powder where as from acetonitrile they phase separated. The dried
films were then examined by TGA to confirm complete removal of solvent. The mixtures
were vacuum filtered using a Buechner funnel. The precipitate was vacuum dried for 24
hours and then examined by TGA to confirm complete removal of solvents. The filtrate
was placed into an aluminum pan which was transferred to a vacuum to be dried for 24
hours at 80 C. No film was obtained in the aluminum pan confirming that the polymers
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had all precipitated out and were not dissolved in hexane. The cast films where
immediately transferred to a vacuum oven and dried for 24 hours at 80 C.
The dried films and powders were subjected to DSC analysis from which the
amount of crystallinity in PEO and PVDF were determined. Again, the second run of the
total three runs was used for calculation purposes. A similar procedure, as explained in
the calculation of enthalpy for pure polymers, was used to calculate the enthalpy of
fusion for PEO and PVDF in the compatibilized system. The error in the enthalpies
obtained from the second and third run was determined to be less than 1%.
The discussion for the results of compatibilized blends is presented in two parts.
The first part details the results where Kynar 301 /PEO compatibilized blends whereas in
the second part, results related to Kynar7201/PEO compatibilized blends are discussed.
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3.3.1 Compatibilized Kynar301/PEO Blend System
Figures 19 and 20 give the DSC thermograms for PMMA and PVAc compatibilized
Kynar301/PEO blend systems, respectively.
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Fig. 19 (A). Cooling curve for the PMMA comatibilized PEO/Kynar 301 blend system
Solid curve represents 301-Aceto-PMMA-Cast (a)
Dotted curve represents 30 1-Aceto-PMMA-Hexane (b)
Line-dot curve represents 301-THF-PMMA-Cast (c)
Line-double dash curve represents 301-THF-PMMA-Hexane (d)
PI: Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to PVDF crystallization.
P2: Peak for curves (a) and (b) correspond to heterogeneous PEO crystallization
P3: Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to homogeneous PEO crystallization.
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Figure. 19(B) Melting curves for PMMA compatibilized PEO/Kynar 301 blend systems.
Solid curve represents 301-Aceto-PMMA-Cast (a)
Dotted curve represents 301-Aceto-PMMA-Hexane (b)
" '
Line-dot curve represents 301 -THF-PMMA-Cast (c)
Line-double dash curve represents 301-THF-PMMA-Hexane (d)
P4: Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to PEO melting.
P5: Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to PVDF melting.
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Figure. 20(A) Cooling curves for PVAc compatibilized PEO/Kynar301 blend systems
Pi
P2
P3
Solid curve represents 301-Aceto-PVAc-Cast (a)
Dotted curve represents 301-Aceto-PVAc-Hexane (b)
Line-dot curve represents 301-THF-PVAc-Cast (c)
Line-double dash curve represents 301-THF-PVAc-Hexane (d)
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to PVDF crystallization.
Peak for curves (a) and (b) correspond to heterogeneous PEO crystallization
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to homogeneous PEO crystallization.
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Figure. 20(B) Melting curves for PVAc compatibilized PEO/Kynar 301 blend systems
P4:
P5:
Solid curve represents 301-Aceto-PVAc-Cast (a)
Dotted curve represents 301-Aceto-PVAc-Hexane (b)
Line-dot curve represents 301-THF-PVAc-Cast (c)
Line-double dash curve represents 301-THF-PVAc-Hexane (d)
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to PEO melting.
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to PVDF melting
Figure 21 and 22 gives the optical micrographs for the Kynar301/PEO blend system
using PMMA and PVAc as compatibilizers, respectively.
1A,1B: 301-Aceto-PMMA-Cast at 70C and -15 C
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2A, 2B: 301-Aceto-PMMA-Hexane at 70 C and -15 C
3A, 3B: 301-THF-PMMA-Cast at 70C and -15 C
4A, 4B: 301-THF-PMMA-Hexane at 70C and -15 C
Figure 21. Optical Micrographs for Kynar 301- PMMA compatibilized system.
All figures marked "A" indicate pictures taken at 70 C, using cross polars, when PVDF crystallization was
completed. All figures marked "B" indicate pictures taken at -15 C when PEO crystallization was
completed.
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1A,1B: 301-Aceto-PVAc-Cast at 70C and -15 C
2A, 2B: 301-Aceto-PVAc-Hexane at 70C and -15 C
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3A, 3B: 301-THF-PVAc-Cast at 70C and -15 C
4A, 4B: 301-THF-PVAc-Hexane at 70C and -15 C
Figure 22. Optical Micrographs for Kynar 301-PVAc compatibilized blend system.
All figures marked
"A" indicate pictures taken at 70 C when PVDF crystallization was completed. All
figures marked
"B" indicate pictures taken at -15 C when PEO crystallization was completed.
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Table 9 gives the degree of crystallinity for PEO and PVDF. These values are
relative to the 100% crystalline PEO and PVDF. Taking into account the proportion in
which the polymers were present, degree of crystallinity in PVDF was calculated
according to equation 10 whereas % crystallinity in PEO was calculated according to the
following formula. The degree of crystallinity for homogeneous and heterogeneous
nucleation in PEO crystallization was calculated using their respective enthalpy of fusion
values and incorporating them as AHsample in equation 1 3
%Crystallimty(PEO) =
AH
sample
KAHlileratunx 0.225
*100. (13)
Table 9. Degree ofCrystallinity in Compatibilized Kynar301/PEO blend system
Polymer Blend system PEO Crystallization (%) PVDF Crystallization (%)
Homog. Hetero.
301-Aceto-PMMA-C 30.9 - 42.6
301-Aceto-PMMA-H 8.6 59.3 25.6
301-THF-PMMA-C 2.4 - 52.3
301-THF-PMMA-H 31.9 - 34.2
301-AcetoPVAc-C 34.1 3.4 41.3
301-Aceto-PVAc-H 20.7 4.1 45.7
301-THF-PVAc-C 10.9 - 40.1
301-THF-PVAc-H 34.4 2.7 38.8
H: Hexane, C: Cast films, Homog: Homogeneous crystallization, Hetero: Heterogeneous crystallization,
THF: Tetrahydrofuran, Aceto: Acetonitrile, 301: Kynar 301,
Table 10 reports the melting and crystallization temperatures obtained for Kynar 301
compatibilized blend system.
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Table 10. Melting and crystallization temperatures for PEO and PVDF in compatibilized
Kvnar301 blend system
Polymer Blend system PEO crystallization
temp. (C)
PVDF
crystallization
temp. (C)
PEO
melting
temp. (C)
PVDF
melting
temp. (C)
Homog. Hetero.
301-Aceto-PMMA-C 0.5 - 129.2 64.1 162.2
301-Aceto-PMMA-H 0.7 43.3 129.4 64.1 161.1
301-THF-PMMA-C -7.5 - 127.3 57.1 160.8
301-THF-PMMA-H -0.5 - 129.5 65.9 162.3
301-AcetoPVAc-C -3.1 44.4 132.1 67.1 163.5
301-Aceto-PVAc-H -1.84 43.4 129.9 64.6 163.1
301-THF-PVAc-C -7.2 - 136.1 63.2 163.2
301-THF-PVAc-H -3.1 31.7 129.6 67.4 163.3
H: Hexane, C: Cast films, Homog: Homogeneous crystallization, Hetero: Heterogeneous crystallization,
THF: Tetrahydrofuran, Aceto: Acetonitrile, 301: Kynar 301.
We will first discuss the PMMA and PVAc compatibilized blends for
Kynar301/PEO. The crystallization and melting temperatures for pure Kynar301 are 128
C and 162 C respectively. From Table 10 we observe that there is no appreciable
change in these temperatures except for 301-Aceto-PVAc-cast and 301 -THF-PVAc-cast
where the crystallization temperature is increased to 132 C and 136 C respectively.
Comparing Table 9 to Table 7 we see a significant increase in the crystallinity of PVDF
in the compatibilized blend system relative to uncompatibilized samples. From Table 7
we observe that the crystallinity for uncompatibilized PVDF blends is -34%. This
increases to a range of 41-52% for the compatibilized systems. A rather unusual
exception is seen in the 301-Aceto-PMMA-hexane system where the crystallinity
decreases to about 25%. Focusing our attention on the crystallization of PEO, the 301-
Aceto-PMMA-hexane thermogram exhibits a large peak at around 43 C (see curve (b) in
Fig. 19(A)). A similar peak is found in its uncompatibilized counterpart, 301-Aceto-
PEO-PVDF-hexane system (see curve (b) in Fig. 15(A)). Although the crystallinity of
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PEO in this system is decreased from 97% to 67%, upon adding PMMA heterogeneous
nucleation still appears to dominate. This large peak found at -43 C due to
heterogeneous nucleation arises from the large PEO domains visible in images 2(A) and
2(B) of Fig. 21. Another significant difference is found for the 301-Aceto-PMMA-cast
system (curve (a) of Fig. 19(A)). Here the heterogeneous nucleation, which was the
characteristic in the acetonitrile uncompatibilized systems, is completely suppressed.
However, the overall crystallinity of PEO (i.e. combining the crystallinity due to
homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation), is not altered much between the
compatibilized and uncompatibilized samples. In both cases the compatibilized (curve (a)
of Fig. 19(A)) and the uncompatibilized (curve (a) of Fig. 15(A)) samples yielded - 40%
crystallinity. The absence of heterogeneous nucleation in the compatibilized system is
compensated by a relatively broad peak at -0 C (see peak P3 in Fig. 19 (A)). It is also
interesting to note the small hump occurring at around 0C for the 301-THF-PMMA-cast
blend (curve (c) in Fig. 1 9(A)) represents a marked reduction of the prominent peak in
301-THF-PEO-PVDF-cast system (curve (c) in Fig. 15(A)). In this case the PEO
crystallinity is drastically reduced from 47% for the uncompatibilized system to only 2%
for the compatibilized one. However, the PVDF crystallinity in the compatibilized system
is increased to 53% from 34% obtained in the uncompatibilized system. Thus a strange
reversal of crystallinity seems to have occurred for this system.
The optical micrographs presented in Fig. 21 reveal that all the blends for which
homogeneous nucleation, occurring at around 0 C, dominants are characterized by fine
PEO dispersion of small PEO domains in the PVDF matrix. The large spherulites seen in
these figures were intentionally grown from the PVDF melt to observe whther their
growth would push the PEO away from the growth front to collect in larger PEO
domains. But as can be seen from the images 4(A) and 4(B) in Fig.21, we still get small
domains of PEO. The micrographs presented in Fig. 22 for 301 -PVAc compatibilized
systems do not reveal differences between the images marked
"A" (taken at 70 C) and
images marked "B" (taken at -15 C). Recall that the difference between the two images
is a consequence ofPEO crystallization. To understand the reason for not obtaining clear
PEO domains, we consider the DSC thermograms of these systems in Fig. 20(A). For
curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) we do not observe a prominent peak at around 40 C. It was
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evident from the discussion on uncompatibilized blends that the peak at -40 C,
characteristic of heterogeneous nucleation in PEO crystallization, arises due to large PEO
domains. Thus, absence of a large intensity peak for PEO crystallization due to
heterogeneous nucleation, we do not observe large PEO domains in the optical
micrographs in Figure 22. Again, the large structures seen in the pictures marked
"A"
and
"B" in Fig. 22 arise from PVDF crystallization.
From the DSC plots and optical micrographs presented in Figs. 19 through 22 for
Kynar301-PMMA and PVAc compatibilized systems, we can draw the following
conclusions. The heterogeneous nucleation in PEO crystallization is suppressed for
Kynar301-THF-compatibilized systems. Except for 301-aceto-PMMA-cast system all
other Kynar301-aceto-compatibilized blends yield a peak at -40 C due to heterogeneous
nucleation. In comparison to uncompatibilized blends, all the compatibilized systems
show decrease in the peak intensities for the corresponding peaks. Between the
compatibilizers, PVAc tends to suppress the heterogeneous nucleation peak for PEO
crystallization in the acetonitrile system much more than PMMA (see curves (a) and (b)
in Fig. 19(A) and 20(A)). PMMA does suppress the heterogeneous nucleation for
acetonitrile cast and hexane systems. But this effect is much more prominent in the cast
films than in the hexane powders. PMMA tends to suppress the homogeneous nucleation
in THF systems much more than the PVAc-THF systems. This is evident from the degree
of crystallinity obtained for these systems (Table 9). Both PMMA and PVAc increase
the degree of crystallinity for PVDF, but this increase is much more consistent for PVAc
than for PMMA (see Table 9). Incase ofPMMA, the cast films tend to increase the PVDF
crystallinity where as when precipitated in hexane, PVDF crystallinity is reduced. The
melting and crystallization temperatures of PVDF do not alter appreciably. The melting
temperature of PEO too is not changed drastically except for the 301-THF-PMMA-cast
system where it is reduced to 57 C from 64C for pure PEO.
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3.3.2 Compatibilized Kynar7201/PEO Blend System
Figures 23 and 24 give the DSC thermograms for PMMA and PVAc compatibilized
Kynar301/PEO blend systems, respectively.
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Figure 23(A). Cooling curve Kynar 7201 PMMA compatibilized PEO/PVDF blend
system.
Solid curve represents 7201-Aceto-PMMA-Cast (a)
Dotted curve represents 7201-Aceto-PMMA-Hexane (b)
Line-dot curve represents 7201-THF-PMMA-Cast (c)
Line-double dash curve represents 7201-THF-PMMA-Hexane (d)
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to PVDF crystallization.
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to heterogeneous PEO crystallization.
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to homogeneous PEO crystallization.
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Figure 23(B). Heating curve for Kynar 7201 PMMA compatibilized PEO/PVDF blend
system.
Solid curve represents 7201-Aceto-PMMA-Cast (a)
Dotted curve represents 7201 -Aceto-PMMA-Hexane (b)
Line-dot curve represents 7201-THF-PMMA-Cast (c)
Line-double dash curve represents 720 1 -THF-PMMA-Hexane (d)
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to PEO melting.
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to PVDF melting.
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Figure 24(A). Cooling curve for Kynar 7201 PVAc compatibilized PEO/PVDF blend
system.
Solid curve represents 7201-Aceto-PVAc-Cast (a)
Dotted curve represents 7201-Aceto-PVAc-Hexane (b)
Line-dot curve represents 7201-THF-PVAc-Cast (c)
Line-double dash curve represents 7201-THF-PVAc-Hexane (d)
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to PVDF crystallization.
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to heterogeneous PEO crystallization
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to homogeneous PEO crystallization.
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Figure 24(B). Heating curve for Kynar7201-PVAc compatibilized PEO/PVDF blend
system.
Solid curve represents 7201-Aceto-PVAc-Cast (a)
Dotted curve represents 7201-Aceto-PVAc-Hexane (b)
Line-dot curve represents 7201 -THF-PVAc-Cast (c)
Line-double dash curve represents 7201-THF-PVAc-Hexane (d)
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to PEO melting.
Peak for curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to PVDF melting.
Figure 21 and 22 gives the optical micrographs for the Kynar301/PEO blend system
using PMMA and PVAc as compatibilizers, respectively
1A,1B: 7201-Aceto-PMMA-Cast at 70C and -15 C
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2A, 2B: 7201-Aceto-PMMA-Hexane at 70C and -15 C
3A, 3B: 7201-THF-PMMA-Cast at 70C and -15 C
4A, 4B: 7201-THF-PMMA-Hexane at 70C and -15 C
Figure 25. Optical Micrographs for Kynar 7201 -PMMA compatibilized PEO/PVDF
blend system
All figures marked "A" indicate pictures taken at 70 C when PVDF crystallization was completed. All
figures marked "B" indicate pictures taken at -15 C when PEO crystallization was completed.
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2A, 2B: 7201 -Aceto-PVAc-Hexane at 70C and -15 C
3A, 3B: 7201-THF-PVAc-Cast at 70C and -15 C
4A, 4B: 7201-THF-PVAc-Hexane at 70C and -15 C
Figure 26. Optical Micrographs for Kynar 7201 -PVAc compatibilized Peo/PVDF blend
system.
All figures marked
"A" indicate pictures taken at 70 C when PVDF crystallization was completed. All
figures marked "B" indicate pictures taken at -15 C when PEO crystallization was completed.
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Table 1 1 gives the degree of crystallinity for PEO and PVDF. These values are
relative to the 100% crystalline PEO and PVDF. Taking into account the proportion in
which the polymers were present, degree of crystallinity in PVDF was calculated
according to equation 12 whereas % crystallinity in PEO was calculated according to the
following formula. The degree of crystallinity for homogeneous and heterogeneous
nucleation in PEO crystallization was calculated using their respective enthalpy of fusion
values and incorporating them as AHsample in equation 1 3
Table 11. Degree ofCrystallinity in Compatibilized Kynar7201/PEO blend system
Polymer Blend system PEO Crystallization (%) PVDF Crystallization (%)
Homog. Hetero.
7201-Aceto-PMMA-C 16.2 1.7 34.8
7201-Aceto-PMMA-H 7.1 2.2 31.1
7201-THF-PMMA-C 29.7 3.4 29.8
7201-THF-PMMA-H 31.2 - 27.3
7201-AcetoPVAc-C 25.1 3.5 27.6
7201 -Aceto-PVAc-H 18.8 26.6 36.7
7201-THF-PVAc-C 10.3 4.7 30.8
7201-THF-PVAc-H 35.1 - 27.2
H: Hexane, C: Cast films, Homog: Homogeneous crystallization, Hetero: Heterogeneous crystallization,
THF: Tetrahydrofuran, Aceto: Acetonitrile, 7201: Kynar 7201,
Table 12 reports the melting and crystallization temperatures obtained for Kynar 301
compatibilized blend system.
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Table 12. Melting and crystallization temperatures for PEO and PVDF in compatibilized
Kynar7201 blend system
Polymer Blend system PEO crystallization
temp. (C)
PVDF
crystallization
temp. (C)
PEO
melting
temp. (C)
PVDF
melting
temp. (C)
Homog. Hetero.
7201-Aceto-PMMA-C -3.8 39.6 100.3 64.6 125.9
7201-Aceto-PMMA-H -3.1 42.1 99.6 65.7 125.4
7201-THF-PMMA-C -8.7 25.2 100.4 64.1 124.3
7201-THF-PMMA-H -3.3 - 100.7 64.7 124.7
7201-AcetoPVAc-C 4.3 42.1 101.3 63.8 125.1
7201 -Aceto-PVAc-H 3.1 43.4 100.6 65.2 125.4
7201-THF-PVAc-C -6.9 41.6 101.2 64.6 126.1
7201-THF-PVAc-H 1.1 - 101.5 66.5 126.3
H: Hexane, C: Cast films, Homog: Homogeneous crystallization, Hetero: Heterogeneous crystallization,
THF: Tetrahydrofuran, Aceto: Acetonitrile, 7201: Kynar 7201.
In the following discussion, we consider the 7201 -PMMA and PVAc
compatibilized systems. It can be observed from Table 12 that the melting temperature
for PVDF in all 7201 compatibilized systems decreases by about 2 C compared to the
uncompatibilized blends. Though this is not a significant change, decrease in the Tm is
consistent for all the system. However, no appreciable change is observed for the PEO
melting temperatures. Also consistent with the uncompatibilized systems, we observe that
the crystallization temperature for PVDF is reduced from 108 C to -100C for all the
blends. In contrast to the behavior ofKynar 301, but consistent with the uncompatibilized
systems, we see that there is a decrease in the PVDF crystallinity for all Kynar 7201
blends from 38% to a range of 22-32% (see Table 11). Compared to Kynar 301 systems,
the crystallization ofPEO in Kynar 7201 blends is much more interesting. Consider
figures 17(A), which give the DSC thermograms for the uncompatibilized 7201 systems,
and 23(A) and 24(A) which give the DSC thermogram for the PMMA and PVAc
comaptibilized systems respectively. The PMMA compatibilized blends exhibit similar
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behavior to their uncompatibilized counterparts. Though the peak intensities ofPEO due
to heterogeneous nucleation is reduces (see peak P2 in figures 17(A) and 23(A)), we still
observe the prominent peaks when acetonitrile was the solvent, and low intensity peaks
for THF prepared samples. Looking figure 24(A) reveals a marked sensitivity to casting
conditions for the PVAc compatibilized blends. Casting from acetonitrile/hexane (curve
(b)) gives a prominent peak with a crystallinity of 27% (see Table 12). Casting from
acetonitrile only reduces the crystallinity to 4%. Also evident from figure 24 (A) is the
change in the 7201-THF-PVAc-cast heterogeneous crystallization peak. For the
uncompatibilized system this feature was broad (see curve (c) in fig. 17(A)), it is rather
sharp peak and centered at 42 C (see curve (c) in Fig. 17(A)). As opposed to the
Kynar301 system, the optical micrographs for the Kynar7201 systems are quite
interesting and vividly assist in interpreting the DSC results. In figures 25 and 26, the
images marked "A" are taken at 70 C when the PVDF crystallization has completed,
whereas the images marked "B" are taken at -15 C when the PEO crystallization is
finished. The reason for taking the latter images at -15 C rather than at -10 C, as was
the case for the uncompatibilized systems, stems from the observation that the
temperature range for homogeneous nucleation ofPEO crystallization is reduced to 0C
to -8 C (see Table 12). The optical micrographs reveal that, like the uncompatibilized
systems, the compatibilized systems show large domains for the acetonitrile systems
where as small domains are observed for samples prepared in THF. This can be clearly
seen by comparing images 1 and 2 (acetonitrile systems) with images 3 and 4 (THF
systems) in Fig. 25. However, case worth mentioning, is that of 7201-THF-PVAc-
hexane. Looking at the optical micrographs for these systems presented in images 4(A)
and 4(B) ofFig. 25, we see the appearance of rather large PEO domains (see the white
spots in 4(B) which are not seen in 4(A)). The corresponding DSC thermogram for this
system (curve (d) in Fig. 24(A)) shows a high intensity peak at around 1 C
corresponding to a crystallinity of 35%. This is quite strange as homogeneous nucleation
arises from characteristically smaller domains for PEO crystallization.
From the above discussion for the 7201 systems it can be stated that PVAc is
more efficient at suppressing the heterogeneous nucleation ofPEO than is PMMA. Also
PVAc increases the homogeneous nucleation ofPEO thereby imparting greater
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crystallinity as compared to the uncompatibilized systems. Both PVAc and PMMA
decrease the crystallinity in PVDF. One important point to be mentioned is that both
PVAc and PMMA increase the degree of supercooling for PEO crystallization as
compared to the uncompatibilized samples.
Table 13 gives a comprehensive compilation of the degree of crystallinity for the
compatibilized and the uncompatibilized PEO/PVDF blends discussed here.
Table 13. Comparative data for the degree of crystallinity ofPEO and PVDF fractions in
the compatibilized and uncompatibilized blends
Polymer
System
Total PEO fraction crystallinity PVDF crystallinity
uncomp.
cryst. (%)
PMMA
compat.
cryst.
(%)
PVAc
compt.
cryst
(%)
uncomp.
cryst. (%)
PMMA
compat.
cryst.
(%)
PVAc
compt.
cryst
(%)
Kynar
301
System
A-P-P-C 43.6 30.9 37.4 33.7 42.6 41.1
A-P-P-H 104.4 67.9 24.8 32.7 25.6 45.7
T-P-P-C 46.9 2.4 10.9 30.6 52.3 40.1
T-P-P-H 28.4 31.9 36.8 40.2 34.2 38.8
Kynar
7201
System
A-P-P-C 35.7 17.9 28.5 28.3 34.8 27.5
A-P-P-H 41 9.4 45.4 28.9 31.1 27.5
T-P-P-C 37.4 33.1 15.1 27.6 29.8 30.8
T-P-P-H 44.2 31.9 35.1 28.9 27.3 27.1
A: acetonitrile, T: Tetrahydrofuran, P-P: PEO-PVDF, C: Cast, H: Hexane, uncomp: uncompatibilized
blends, compat: compatibilized blends, cryst: degree of crystallinity,
Total PEO fraction crystallinity corresponds to the total crystallinity imparted due to heterogeneous and
homogeneous nucleation.
From the above table it is evident that the compatibilizers PMMA and PVAc
successfully suppress the crystallinity in PEO for most systems. The exceptions are
PMMA compatibilized THF-PEO-PVDF-hexane system for Kynar301 and the PVAc-
compatibilized aceto-PEO-PVDF-hexane system for Kynar7201. It is difficult to explain
these anomalies as they are not seen in other systems of the same type.
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In comparison to uncompatibilized blends, in the Kynar301 system, PMMA was
observed to reduce the crystallinity ofPVDF. In Kynar301 blends precipitated from
hexane the opposite effect was observed for the cast. In the PVAc compatibilized system
with acetonitrile as the solvent an increase in the crystallinity of the PVDF fraction was
obtained, whereas the THF-based systems tended to exhibit a decreased PVDF
crystallinity. For Kynar7201 samples, no appreciable change is found in the degree of
crystallinity for PVDF between uncompatibilized and compatibilized blend systems.
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Chapter 4
Polymer membranes
One of the motives behind studying the PEO/PVDF blend system was to explore
the idea of creating a polymer membrane that could be used in lithium-ion batteries and
as proton exchange membranes for fuel cells. The thought was that PVDF which forms
the matrix in the present study, would act as a scaffold to support small PEO domains
that forming a dispersed phase. The small PEO domains would form a continuous path
for lithium ions in case ofbattery applications or as channels for proton transfer in fuel
cells. With this idea in mind, we embarked on an exploratory project. As mentioned
earlier, PEO is soluble in water-methanol mixtures. Thus, by exposing the cast films from
the PEO/PVDF blend system to a water-methanol mixture the PEO fraction could be
etched out leaving only PVDF behind. These gaps created by the etching of small PEO
domains would then facilitate the necessary functions required for either of the
applications mentioned above.
4.1 Experimental
Both cast films from uncompatibilized and compatibilized blend systems were
used in this study. A small section, of the unetched cast films was immersed in 25 ml of a
75/25 v/v water-methanol (W-M) mixture. PEO formed 25wt% of the total polymer
blend composition. For a 3 wt% solution of the PEO/PVDF blend in 25 ml of solvent
(either THF or acetonitrile) the PEO fraction accounted for 0.75 wt%. Thus, the cast
films when immersed in 25 ml ofW-M mixture formed a 0.75 wt% solution ofPEO. This
concentration is well below the saturation limit, and thus it can be assumed that all the
PEO that can be etched from the cast films would W-M solution. Under these conditions
the possibility ofPEO reforming a blend with PVDF is remote. From the above
discussion, it is clear that favorable conditions have been developed for removing the
PEO fractions from the blends. The cast films were immersed in the W-M mixture for 24
hours after which they were blotted with Kim-wipe tissue paper to remove solvent from
the films. These virtually dry films were then placed in vacuum oven for 24 hours to
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remove the remaining solvent. Total removal of solvent was confirmed by TGA. Samples
resulting from the above mentioned procedure are from here on referred to as "Etched
films". These etched films were then characterized by DSC and Optical Microscopy.
4.2 Results and Discussions.
The etched films were physically examined to distinguish them from their
unetched counterparts. Though no significant conclusion could be drawn, overall it was
observed that the unetched Kynar7201 films, that felt soft and appeared translucent
remained unchanged after etching. The 301 films that were "crispier" than the 7201
films, also felt the same after etching. However the soft films took on a slight white tinge
after etching.
Fig. 27(A) and 27(B) give the cooling and heating curves for the etched Kynar301 cast
films. All six etched samples are represented for comparison.
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Fig. 27(A). DSC cooling curves of etched Kynar301 compatiblized and uncompatibilized
PEO/PVDF blends.
Solid line represents 301-Aceto-PEo-PVDF-Cast etched (a).
Short dash line represents 301-THF-PEO-PVDF-Cast-etched (b)
Dash dot line represents 301-Aceto-PMMA-cast-etched (c)
Broken double dash represents 301-THF-PMMA-cast-etched (d).
Long dash represents 301-Aceto-PVAc-cast-etched (e)
Broken dash represents 301-THF-PVAc-cast-etched (f).
PI corresponds to the PVDF crystallization peak; P2 corresponds to the PEO crystallization due to
heterogeneous nucleation; P3 corresponds to PEO peak due to homogeneous nucleation.
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Fig. 27(B). DSC plot for the heating curves of etched 301 compatiblized and
uncompatibilized PEO/PVDF blends.
Solid line represents 301-Aceto-PEo-PVDF-Cast etched (a).
Short dash line represents 301 -THF-PEO-PVDF-Cast-etched (b)
Dash dot line represents 301-Aceto-PMMA-cast-etched (c)
- Broken double dash represents 301 -THF-PMMA-cast-etched (d).
Long dash represents 301 -Aceto-PVAc-cast-etched (e)
Broken dash represents 301 -THF-PVAc-cast-etched (f).
P4 corresponds to PEO melting peak; P5 corresponds to PVDF melting peak.
Figure 28 gives the optical micrographs of 301- THF unetched and etched compatibilized
and uncomatibilized blend system.
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Figure. 28 Optical Micrographs of 301- THF unetched and etched compatibilized and
1(A), 1(B)
2(A), 2(B)
3(A), 3(B)
uncomatibilized blend system.
Unetched and etched 301-THF-PEO-PVDF-Cast films.
Unetched and etched 301-THF-PMMA-Cast films.
Unetched and etched 301-THF-PVAc-Cast films.
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Figure. 29(A) DSC plot for the cooling curves of etched 7201 compatiblized and
uncompatibilized PEO/PVDF blends
Solid line represents 7201-Aceto-PEo-PVDF-Cast etched (a).
Short dash line represents 7201 -THF-PEO-PVDF-Cast-etched (b)
Dash dot line represents 7201 -Aceto-PMMA-cast-etched (c)
Broken double dash represents 7201 -THF-PMMA-cast-etched (d).
Long dash represents 7201-Aceto-PVAc-cast-etched (e)
Broken dash represents 7201 -THF-PVAc-cast-etched (f).
PI corresponds to the PVDF crystallization peak; P2 corresponds to the PEO crystallization due to
heterogeneous nucleation; P3 corresponds to PEO peak due to homogeneous nucleation.
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Fig. 29(B). DSC plot for the heating curves of etched 7201 compatiblized and
uncompatibilized PEO/PVDF blends.
Solid line represents 7201-Aceto-PEo-PVDF-Cast etched (a).
Short dash line represents 7201 -THF-PEO-PVDF-Cast-etched (b)
Dash dot line represents 7201-Aceto-PMMA-cast-etched (c)
Broken double dash represents 7201-THF-PMMA-cast-etched (d).
Long dash represents 7201 -Aceto-PVAc-cast-etched (e)
Broken dash represents 7201-THF-PVAc-cast-etched (f).
P4 corresponds to PEO melting peak; P5 corresponds to PVDF melting peak.
Figure 30 gives the optical micrographs of 301- Acetonitrile unetched and etched
compatibilized and uncomatibilized blend system.
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Figure. 30 Optical Micrographs of 301- Acetonitrile unetched and etched compatibilized
and uncomatibilized blend system.
1(A), 1(B)
2(A), 2(B)
3(A), 3(B)
Unetched and etched 7201-Aceto-PEO-PVDF-Cast films.
Unetched and etched 7201-Aceto-PMMA-Cast films.
Unetched and etched 7201-Aceto-PVAc-Cast films.
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Figures 27(A), (B) and 29(A), (B) give the DSC thermograms for all the
Kynar301 and Kynar7201 etched PEO/PVDF uncompatibilzed and compatibilized blend
systems. Figures 28 and 30 give the optical micrographs for the respective systems. The
DSC thermograms clearly reveal that effective etching of the PEO fractions in the blends
has taken place. The etching of the Kynar7201 systems (Fig. 29(A)) is much more
pronounced than of the Kynar301 systems (Fig. 27(A)). As can be seen from curves (a)
through (f) in Fig. 28(A), almost no crystallization ofPEO is obtained in the Kynar7201
systems. For all blends, only homogeneous crystallization can be detected. From the
results for unetched films, we noticed that homogeneous nucleation ofPEO
crystallization occurred in fine dispersions ofPEO domains in the PVDF matrix. The
peak (see peak P3 in Fig. 27(A)) present in the etched Kynar301 systems at ~0C
confirms crystallization ofPEO through homogeneous nucleation indicating that it arises
from small domains ofPEO trapped in the PVDF matrix not accessible to etching. Except
for the 7201-Aceto-PEO-PVDF-cast-etched (curve (a) in Fig. 29 (A)) all other
Kynar7201 system (Fig. 29(A)) did not show prominent PEO crystallization peaks
indicating that most of the PEO was successfully etched out. However, the melting
curves for the Kynar7201 systems (curves (a) through (f) in Fig. 29(B)) exhibit prominent
peak (see peak P4 in Fig. 29(B)) attributable to the melting ofPEO domains. Occurrence
of this peak with significant intensity is quite surprising. A possible explanation for this
could be that crystallization occur over a very broad temperature range.
The optical micrographs presented in figures 28 and 30 were captured with the
help of a 50x objective lens giving a total magnification of 500x. hi fig. 28 we observe
that the uncompatibilized etched films (pictures 1(A) and 1(B) in fig. 28) do not exhibit
and appearance difference except for the sites of diffused dark spots. On the other hand in
the compatibilized systems (pictures 2(A), 2(B) and 3(A), 3(B) in fig. 28), we distinctly
observe the dark streaks in the etched films that are not present in the unetched films.
Qualitatively it can be explained that when the films were immersed in the W-M mixture,
the etching process caused the PEO domains to "flow". It is difficult to convincingly
claim that these dark spots are PEO. But, in accordance with the observations, it can be
proposed that during the etching process, some PEO remains in the film causing the dark
streaks to appear. In contrast, no streaks are observed in the Kynar7201 system (see fig.
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30). But regions of small dark spots can prominently be seen (compare pictures 1(A),
2(A), 3(A) with 1(B), 2(B), 3(B), respectively). For this system it can be proposed that
unetched PEO domains tend to agglomerate upon etching. Although the optical
micrographs for etched systems presented in above figures cannot confirm the exact
morphology developed after etching ofPEO from the PEO/PVDF blends, it does open
the doors for more exploration. In addition, the DSC thermograms confirm that
significant etching ofPEO was possible via a solvent extraction process.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The objective of this research was to understand the effect of casting conditions
on the crystallization behavior and associated morphology in uncompatibilized and
compatibilized PEO/PVDF blends. Kynar 301 (pure PVDF) and Kynar 7201 (a
copolymer of 20% Hexafluropropylene (HFP) with PVDF) were used in this study.
PMMA and PVAc were used as compatibilizers. THF and acetonitrile were the two
solvents used to prepare the polymer solutions. Hot polymer solutions were either cast in
aluminum pans to yield a film or were added to cold hexane to affect precipitation of the
polymer blend. A white precipitate was obtained when hot THF solutions were added to
cold hexane. However, in all the systems studied the addition of hot acetonitrile solutions
to cold hexane resulted in the separation of two clear liquid phases.
From the results presented, it is evident that the solvents, which were used as one
of the parameters in casting conditions, have a pronounced effect on the crystallization of
the blend and the resulting morphology. As stated earlier, it was observed that the
acetonitrile solutions phase separated into acetonitrile rich phase and a hexane rich phase
when added to cold hexane. This indicates that the polymers are retained in the solution
phase rather than precipitating out in hexane. Additionally, hot acetonitrile solutions
turned cloudy and viscous when cooled below 70 C, indicating that
gelation/crystallization may be occurring in solution. The difference between THF and
acetonitrile casting solvents is most evident in the crystallization behavior of PEO. Two
crystallization exotherms are observed in the DSC thermograms of samples cast from
aceonitrile solutions. These can be attributed to different domain sizes. Similar to the
crystallization in pure PEO, the larger domain size results in a peak at higher temperature
(~ 45 C), whereas smaller domains yield a peak at lower temperature (~0 C). THF
solutions, on the other hand, when precipitated in cold hexane, resulted in the polymers
precipitating out from the solutions. DSC results reveal a single prominent peak for PEO
crystallization at around 0 C. This peak is a result of the smaller PEO domains formed in
the blend. These conclusions are more convincing when one compares the optical
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micrographs for the acetonitrile and THF blends. The acetonitrile systems show
prominent large PEO domains, whereas smaller PEO domains are observed in the THF
blends. As these results are similar for the compatibilized and uncompatibilized systems,
it is apparent that the solvents play a dominant role in developing the blend morphology.
In all the blends prepared, PVDF formed the major component (75 wt %) whereas
PEO formed the minor component (25 wt %). Of the two polymers, PVDF crystallizes at
a higher temperature. During crystallization, the growing PVDF crystals drive out any
impurities, including PEO and compatibilizer. It is observed that the relative crystallinity
of PVDF in the blends is not much different than that of pure PVDF. Thus PVDF
undergoes regular crystallization when in a blend as it would if it were to crystallize in
the pure state. The Kynar301 systems did not show much difference in PVDF
crystallinity nor does the temperature at which crystallization occurs. For Kynar7201
systems the PVDF crystallinity is not much affected although the temperature at which
crystallization occurs is reduced. It is difficult to understand the exact nature of this
phenomenon, but it could be attributed to the copolymer nature of Kynar7201 and the
resulting dilution of PVDF sequences occurring during crystallization. Overall though, it
can be concluded that the solvent casting conditions do not affect the crystallinity of
PVDF.
Upon crystallization of PVDF, it can be understood that a matrix is formed in
which PEO is dispersed. PEO could be trapped in the PVDF spherulites or it could form
small pockets separated from the PVDF crystals. The effect of the dispersion of PEO in
the PVDF matrix is most pronounced for PEO crystallization than for PVDF
crystallization. Aggregation of PEO into pockets would then lead to formation of large
domains upon crystallization as observed in acetonitrile systems. In THF systems PEO is
more uniformly dispersed throughout the PVDF matrix. These results were observed both
for cast films and samples prepared by adding hot polymer solutions to cold hexane. The
difference in domain structure reflects the difference in solution structure prior to casting.
Gelation/crystallization in acetonitrile solutions would explain these results. It should
also be noted that the domain structure obtained from THF was finer than that obtained
from cyclohexanone by Kulkarni [66].
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One of the goals of the study was to assess the effect of compatibilizer on the
crystallization behavior of PEO/PVDF blends. When compared to the effect of casting
solvent, the effect of compatibilizer is subtle. Using cast films as a focal point we can
make the following observations. Compared to uncompatibilized blends, the addition of
PMMA or PVAc increased the relative crystallinity of PVDF while decreasing it for
PEO. The effect is more pronounced for pure Kynar 301 than for the Kynar 7201
copolymer. Additionally, PMMA is more effective at altering the associated
crystallinities than PVAc. Further studies are required, using compatibilizers with
differing molecular weight to determine whether this is a thermodynamic or a kinetic
effect.
The exploratory work carried out to etch the PEO fraction from the blend by the
selective solvent etching technique was promising. From the presented DSC
thermograms it is clear that the water-methanol mixture used to etch PEO fractions was
more successful for the Kynar7201 systems than for the Kynar301 systems. Although it is
difficult to convincingly ascertain the morphology developed in the etched films by using
the available instrumental facilities, a foundation has been developed for future study.
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